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A Day At The Races

Letters, articles, pictures, composites experts, etc. are always welcome - please send to the
Editor at the address opposite.  Technology being what it is these days, we can cope with most
file formats readable by a PC (text in ASCII, WordPro/AmiPro or  Word easiest to cope with), but
if you haven't got one, items on paper are just as acceptable.

BHPC 1999 Season
Remainder of the racing season is thuswise:
August 1st Salt Ayre circuit, Lancaster
August 28th Ingliston circuit, Edinburgh
August 29th Meadowbank velodrome, Edinburgh
September 19th Curborough sprint circuit, near Lichfield, Staffs
October 3rd Castle Combe circuit, near Chippenham, Wilts
October 17th AGM meeting, Eastway

European Events
13 - 22 August World HPV Championships, Interlaken, Switzerland
28 - 29 August World Rail HPV Championships, Laupen, Switzerland

Contact: Jürg Hölzle, Spitzackerstraße 9, 4410 Liestal
Phone: (+41) 33 335 31 55 (evenings)

(+41) 61 921 21 56 (weekends)
Fax: (+41) 33 228 30 39 (work)
Email: info@futurebike.ch
Web: http://www.futurebike.ch/events/rail

16 - 19 September 1000 km von Hockenheim, near Heidelberg, Germany
Non-stop race around the 4.2 mile Hockenheim motor racing circuit – billed as
“The Last Great Bike Race Of The Millennium”
Contact: “Die Tausend Kilometer Von Hockenheim”, Postfach 2295,

D-67332 Speyer
Web: http://members.aol.com/die1000km/

Now I don’t know how many of you are planning on going to Interlaken (Tim Costen and, er, well, that’s
about all so far), but there’s a bit more news from Jürg Hölzle on the subject:

New Accommodation!

We have new possibilities for staying in Interlaken. See at http://www.futurebike.ch/events/wm99/english/
e_registration.html.  Click to http://www.futurebike.ch/events/wm99/english/e_wasser.html for
some new pictures of the panorama around the lake of Brienz.

and

Please pre-register for the HPV World Championships in Interlaken!

If you have decided to participate please don't wait and send us the registration form. You can help us to
'flatten' a work overload peak.  We want to make a program booklet similar to the EC in Laupen 1994 and
we need your photographs before end of June.

which is probably too late for this issue.  Ah well.
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Ian Hague called the other day to the effect that the Calais-Interlaken Tour is off, due to the fact that
no-one has shown any interest.  He says, though, that it may be on again if anyone should become
interested at a later date.

STOP PRESS!!!

Anna Jenkins says there will be a day tour on Saturday, October 2nd (the day before the Castle Combe
race meeting).  Assemble in the car park at Castle Combe village at 10:00.

A Night At The Opera
30 July - 2 August bike right - The Lancaster Cycling Weekend

Provisional programme:-
Thurs. 29th 7pm onwards - earliest check-in at campsite then
socialise in the bar.  Camping is £3.50 per person per night for
those over 12 years old.
Fri. 30th

Rides: Long(ish) leave 11am; Short leave 3pm; Socialise at the
pub with the possibility of an outside fire to sit round
Sat. 31st

Ride to ASDA for breakfast; Folding ride (not confirmed);
Incredibly long and hard ride; Medium ride; Short, scenic, not in
a hurry ride; Evening socialising with the possibility of a quiz
AND an outside fire to sit round
Sun. 1st

Celebrate the first day of the last August this century by going to
ASDA for breakfast; Racing – BHPC recumbent races at Salt
Ayre track; Blending into ad lib rides to nowhere in particular;
Less raucous socialising at the pub
Mon. 2nd

Survivors ride. Gentle with stop for lunch; The End
Contact: Steve Andrews, 2 Nether Lodge Farm, Quernmore,
Lancaster, LA2 9EF
Phone: 01524 381671

29 July - 1 August ECO-Trip, Kaarina, Finland
4 day tour in Finland.  Bring sleeping bag and mat, warm
clothing, rain gear and swimming kit!  It’s the warmest time of
the year in Finland – it sez ‘ere!
Contact: Olli Kuusisto, Kaarina-Piikkiö Open College,

Lautakunnankatu 4B Kaarina, PB22, FI-20781Kaarina
Phone: (+358) 24110871
Fax: (+358) 22434066
Email: olli.kuusisto@kaarina.fi
Web: http://www.abo.fi/~agustavs/echo/

4 – 5 September Bikefix recumbent weekend, based at the Old Red Lion, Castle
Acre, Norfolk.  £75, includes accomodation and use of all Bikefix
machines, but anyone with their own bike is welcome to join in.
Plenty of accomodation in local pubs and guest houses, or free
camping in the pub garden.
Contact: Stuart Dennison, Bikefix, 48 Lambs Conduit St,
London WC1 3LJ
Phone: 0171 405 1218
Email: stuart@bikefix.co.uk
Web: http://www.bikefix.co.uk/humanpower
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The Editor W orks W ith Fire And Steel

Intro

Please continue to send me things...

Scum

Sad to have to report the following:

“Stolen

Yellow Street Machine: short wheel base recumbent. Single strut frame with extending boom. 16in front
wheel, 26in rear wheel, under seat steering, black seat, rear rack, SPD pedals front and rear
suspension.  Pic at: http://www.bikefix.co.uk/sm.html

It was left locked to the stands on Upper Ground, SE1, at the rear of the Royal Festival Hall, South Bank,
London at 1855 hrs on Monday 31 May 1999 and I returned to find my cable lock on the ground and the
bike gone.  To my knowledge there are currently 5 Street Machines in the country, which must make it just
about the most distinctive and rare bike you could steal.  Maybe it'll turn up. Please do forward this
message to any relevant lists.

Contact me or Bikefix (0171 405 1218), http://www.bikefix.co.uk, email: bikefix@dircon.co.uk, for further
details or news of its return.

Douglas Carnall
Knowledge Productions
Tel. +44 (0)171 241 1255
http://www.carnall.demon.co.uk”

BHPC Wired Part 2

Immediately after having published the url of the brand-spanking-new BHPC web site, I am informed by
Webmaster John Olson that he has moved the site, on account of it being a bit naughty to use his
employer’s system to house it on.  I am told that it may possibly move again in the not-too-distant future,
but for the moment it can be found at:

http://homepages.tesco.net/~john.olson/BHPC/

More Electronickery

Those who regularly golf the ‘net will likely have noticed already, but the IHPVA/HPVA web site, found at
http://www.ihpva.org, has recently undergone a major revamp and update.  Kudos to the “webwork”
group - Brian Wilson, Mark Newell, Theo Schmidt, Christian Meyer, Alan Thwaits, Chris Broome, Jean
Seay and anyone else who I forgot - for their work.  It’s a lot better now...

HPV Sverige...

or “Sweden”, as it is popularly known hereabouts, has started to organise itself.  This from Ernst Poulsen
at the Bicycle News Agency:
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SWEDISH RECUMBENTS UNITE

Denmark has had an HPV-Club for years, and Norwegian recumbent riders formed a club last year. The
HPV club in Sweden is unusual in the sense, that it hasn't asked the 75 members for membership fees
yet - although it has existed since 1993.

The loose organization of the club has probably hampered the HPV-enthusiasts, for example when ne-
gotiating with VaetternRundan, which has room for 17,000 riders - but not a single recumbent.

But, as of this spring, recumbent-fan Mats Nilsson - along with Per "Borgis" Borgstrom (and friends) have
decided to push for a more formal organization - introducing an annual membership fee - as "expensive"
as 50 Skr = 7$/year (Those living outside Sweden may be charged extra)...

This spring the organization contacted VaetternRundan again - in January and February, but according
to Mats Nilsson, they have not yet received any reaction.”

Apropos of Things Swedish, both Mats and Jean Seay have informed me that the mystery machine
pictured on page 30 of Issue 56 is a linear-drive trike built by Anders Brage.  Mats says that John K
should be able to describe it better as he spoke to Anders in Roskilde.  He also says that Henry Riedel,
whose faired machine was pictured on page 20, is working on a faster machine for the year 2000.  I also
recall reading somewhere that the reason why Henry was obliged to paint his machine yellow was that
something was wrong with the materials - presumably with the resin mixture or somesuch - so that when
in its original natural carbon-kevlar finish it tended to soften in the sun!  And then the day after writing the
above, the latest issue of the Swedish newsletter appeared.  Henry’s new machine is on the cover, but I
fear the picture will not reproduce terribly well, so you’ll have to make do with this drawing instead...

New Speed Prize

The latest issue of “HPV News” to drop onto the Editorial doormat brought news of a new and substantial
cash prize for Speed.  Called the Dempsey-MacCready Hour Record Prize, it will enrich the first single-
rider HPV to equal or surpass 90 km (55.924 miles) for the standing-start hour to the tune of $25,000, as
long as they accomplish it in the next five years.  The donor of the prize fund is Ed Dempsey of California,
a businessman, inventor, racing driver and friend of Dr. Paul MacCready.  The latter is well-known for his
work in the field of human-powered flight.
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In addition to the big prize, $2000 will go to anyone who raises the official Hour record by more than 3%
during the five-year period, plus $500 to the winner of the Hour race at the World Championships.  If no-
one reaches the 90 km mark by the end of the five years, the prize will go to whoever does hold the Hour
record, provided they’ve broken Sam Whittingham’s existing record, and if no-one has managed that by
the end of the five years, the money will go to the first machine which eventually does set a new record.

Most of the usual record-breaking rules apply, though there are no restrictions on permitted wind speeds,
altitude for the attempt, or gradients.  However, the attempt must take place on a circuit, and at least one
lap of same must be completed.  Plus the machine can be no more than 3.1 m long, 1.5 m high and 1 m
wide, and the rider, vehicle owner and the “crew chief in charge of the prize attempt” must be members of
the HPVA, i.e. the North American club.  I realise that the donors of the prize can set whatever rules they
like, but I can’t help but think that it might be a little more diplomatic if the said team members were
required to belong to any IHPVA-affiliated organisation instead.  But at least one can make an attempt
anywhere and any time one so wishes, unlike the .deciMach Prize runs, which are showing no signs of
leaving their native land.

If anyone would like a full copy of the rules, please let me know.  Alternatively, contact the Dempsey-
MacCready Prize Committee, HPVA, 9539 N. Old Stage Road, Weed, CA 96094, USA.

New Track(s)?

Ashley Kool sent me the following back in October last year.  I have then carefully failed to publish it in the
last two editions, because I am deeply stupid.  My humblest apologies to Ashley...

“New Track on the Horizon (Distant) for Bury St. Edmunds

Hopefully in the next twelve months or so we are getting a purpose built cycle race and training track.
This will be linked to a hockey centre of excellence which will be the main use of the land and facilities.
The track will probably be built on land used for drainage off of the all weather playing surfaces, adjoining
trunk road and car park etc.

Quite a lot of landscaping may be necessary so would give an opportunity for good design.  I am propos-
ing to the local cycle club that if the track were designed both for conventional machines, HPV’s and kids’
bikes then it would be far better used and become a local amenity as well.  So far they have been fairly
responsive although I've yet be invited to any of their meetings.  I would be interested in hearing from
anyone who could offer assistance in putting forward ideas as plans or sketches, also your views on what
makes a good or bad joint use track and facilities would be much appreciated.

The best way to ensure I read this would be to e-mail it to me on ashleykool@hotmail.com or by post to
74, Raedwald Drive, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk, IP32 7DE.  No phone calls on this matter please unless
it is unavoidable.  I will ensure that people contributing are credited for their input as much as possible.
Please feel free to pass this information onto anyone you might know of that can contribute.”

A major problem with setting HPV records is getting the weather to cooperate.  Witness the time the Gold
Rush outfit, the Cheetah team and last summer's Varna/Lafleur effort spent waiting for the wind to drop.
Imagine a venue where you could run an HPV flat out and be CERTAIN that the weather wasn't going to
cause headaches.  Pie in the sky?  Maybe not...

According to an AP Online story from April 21st, plans are afoot to build an INDOOR one-mile banked
oval track next to Pittsburgh airport.  Raising the $300 million required for the track is not yet complete,
but the company responsible, Brant Motorsports of Morgantown, West Virginia, maintain that the an-
nouncement would not have been made if money questions remained.  As long as government approval
can be obtained, work will start early next year, with racing expected to start in 2002.  Allegheny County
Commissioner Bob Cranmer described the project as "...bigger than baseball, bigger than football", while
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former NASCAR champ Cale Yarborough said "It would be the greatest thing since axle grease".  Very
nice for the Mid-West-based HPRA gang, I’d say.  And no, this is NOT a wind-up.

1999 Velomobile Seminar

The astute among you will have noticed the tendency of European Championships to include a Velomobile
Seminar.  This year is no exception, with the main theme of the Interlaken edition being Assisted-Power
Vehicles.  Now we all know what ex-Chairman Mike thinks about this, but if one were aged, infirm or
surrounded by Alps...  Anyway, Dr. Andreas Fuchs sent the following:

Dear Editors,

below you will find the topics that will be discussed in the Velomobile Seminar. The seminar is part of the
'Festival of Human Power' aka the HPV World Championships 1999 in Interlaken Switzerland. See
www.futurebike.ch for details...  Included are some interesting Internet-addresses.  I would love to an-
swer questions...

Kind regards - Andreas Fuchs (andreas.fuchs@bluewin.ch)

Topics (in the Proceedings) of the 1999 Velomobile Seminar ‘Assisted Human Powered Vehicles’

Date: Wednesday, August 18, 1999 (during the HPV WC 1999)
Time: 8:30 - 18:00
Location: Aula Interlaken, Interlaken, Switzerland

See www.futurebike.ch for details.  Questions concerning the seminar are invited at:
andreas.fuchs@bluewin.ch.

TOPICS

Why not only pure but also assisted Human Power? Theo Schmidt from Future Bike Switzerland gives
some arguments to this question. As the official opening of the Velomobile Seminar 1999, Martin Pulfer
from the Swiss Federal Agency of Energy, Berne, Switzerland, explains the reasons for the agency’s
support of R&D and field testing of lightweight vehicles such as assisted human powered vehicles. As the
first official speaker, Hannes Neupert from Extra Energy (www.extraenergy.org), Tanna, Germany, author
of the book ‘Das Powerbike’, talks about the prospects of combining human powered vehicles with (elec-
trical) assist-drives.

In the Health and Power-block, Dr. Allan V. Abbott, USA, founding president of the IHPVA (www.ihpva.org),
talks about health benefits of various types of exercise. Then, Zamparo, Capelli and Cencigh, University
of Udine, Italy, discuss the first measurements of the efficiency of a four wheel human powered recum-
bent vehicle and the energy cost riding it. Finally, Dr. Carl Georg Rasmussen, Leitra ApS (pw2.netcom.com/
~karpeter/Leitra.html and users.cybercity.dk/~dko6800/leitra.htm), Denmark, tells the audience who needs
power assistance and who doesn’t!

Drive-Trains. Knowing that the way human- and assist-power are combined is ergonomically essential,
Prof. Hans-Peter Barbey, Fachhochschule Bielefeld, Germany, and Dr. Andreas Fuchs, Hochschule für
Technik und Architektur Bern, Switzerland, talk about novel drive-trains, one being the first functional
chainless, electrical human power transmission which will be demonstrated at the seminar (www.isbe.ch/
~wwwel/elektro/projekte/kraftver/index.graf.d.html).

Not only the energy-density of batteries is important for the performance of assisted human powered
vehicles, but also good Aerodynamics, properly balanced versus Weight: Stefan König, Germany, com-
pares the performance of recumbents and velomobiles in practical use.  Nickolas Hein, USA, discusses
the weight versus wind-resistance tradeoff. Michael Saari (members.aol.com/saari/), USA, demonstrates
that good aerodynamics are equally important as powerful batteries. He also suggests a method of how
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to define range to assure fair comparisons of assisted human powered vehicles.

Power for assists may come from Combustion: Based on his longtime experience with his two-stroke-
internal combustion engine-assist, John Tetz, USA, derives the critical upper limits for the mass of small
up-hill assist-units. Dr. Israel Urieli (www.ihpva.org/Builders/Izzy/) and Andy Ross, USA, explain how to
use an external combustion Stirling-engine range extender to propel an electrically assisted HPV.

Comfort of riding an assisted human powered vehicle is enhanced if the rider is shielded from too many
road-induced vibrations: Therefore, M. Wächter and N. Zacharias, University of Oldenburg
(www.uni-oldenburg.de/fafo/), Germany, demonstrate their SimBike-software, a development-tool for
suspension systems.

Concepts or new vehicles are shown in the block Vehicle Concepts and Design: Harald Kutzke, ecomotion
(www.ecomotion.com/), Bonn, Germany, presents the ‘Scooter Bike’ as an optimal two-wheeled applica-
tion of a fully electrical human power transmission. Another candidate for this type of transmission is the
urban single-seater-quadracycle of Prof. Luc Bergeron and Laurent Clement, Industrial Design, Ecole
Cantonale d’Art de Lausanne, Switzerland. John Jostins (www.users.globalnet.co.uk/~jjostins/), London,
presents the double-seater ‘millenium rickshaw’ Greenheart. ‘PedalLine’ is a concept for a multi-passen-
ger taxi by Charles Henry, Urs Michel and Theo Schmidt, Switzerland.

Practical and proven Vehicles (www.w-4.de/~carbike/) are discussed and demonstrated by Bob Stuart
(Car-Cycle X-4) from Canada, by Ian Sims (Greenspeed tricycles, www.greenspeed.com.au/) from Aus-
tralia, by Prof. Eberhardt Scharnowski (Half), Hochschule für Kunst und Design (www.burg-halle.de/
~ntg/half.html), Halle/Saale, Germany, Ralph Schnyder and Peter Zeller (Twike, www.twike.ch/), Swit-
zerland, and Mario Chiaffrino (Pedalosolarus Rex), Germany.

The chapter on Marketing and Transportation deals with how to bring these vehicles onto the street: Ed
Benjamin (Idaho, USA) describes factors that influence sales of Pedelecs (pedal-electric bicycles) in the
US market. German Eslava from cabbike (Germany and Italy, www.cab-bike.de/) reports the experi-
ences with assisted human powered vehicles in the European Union supported field test in Modena, Italy
(www.comune.modena.it/speedbike/). Dr. Stefan Gloger, Darmstadt, Germany, discusses the criteria that
influence the selection of traffic-modes by individuals.

In the final Boats-chapter, Theo Schmidt, Steffisburg, Switzerland, describes practical examples of extra
energy from assists on the water including the amphibious vehicles of Olli Kuusisto and Matthias Wegmann.

On The Other Hand...

Spotted in “Time Out” the other week was a rather disturbing article about Simon Lane’s bicycle rickshaw
business.  Mr. Lane has already been obliged to close down one such operation in Cambridge, after a
dim-wit judge ruled that a rickshaw was a taxi, and thus should comply with all the rules and regulations
governing the operation thereof.  So he moved his business to London...

Now it seems that the Met are taking an (unhealthy) interest.  According to the “Time Out” article, Plod is
upset that Mr. Lane’s operatives haven’t done The Knowledge, and presumably don’t carry a bale of hay
either.  So they are taking legal proceedings to close him down once more.  Fair makes yer blood boil,
hangin’s too good for ‘em, send ‘em ‘ome (exit Editor in London-cabbie mode).  Anyway, I can’t write
much more on this matter, as I’ve promised the nice boys at “Recumbent UK” a Rant on the subject for
issue 6 of that august journal, and it would hardly be fair on them if you read it here first.

Aliens Among Us - Mulder & Scully To Investigate...

“Accent is what most immediately identifies a Scot but it's more of a  class distinction. Upper-class Scots
tend to sound English, and Aberdonians don't sound like anything human at all.” - AA Gill (from Edin-
burgh), in “The Sunday Times”, May 2nd 1999.
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It’s Your Letters, It’s Your Letters!

“Rik” Appleyard, 10 Laceby Rd, Scunthorpe, DN17 2LB, North Lincs  - Mon 7 June 1999

Dear “Eds”

Having recently been loaned a bundle of BHPC Newsletters by one of your mad members it took me
back to the 1950’s while riding a T.T. on the local A18.  A contestant turned up with an upturned-boat-like
streamlined contraption, made, as far as I can recollect, of lightweight wooden laths in a “greenhouse”
type pattern.  Race officials were put in the position of “can we ban it?” but were unable to find anything
in the rule book to do it!  So he came under starter’s orders amid much hilarity & wonder of the “mob” at
the start line.  I can’t remember what his time was, but, as he came into view of the finish the covering, a
form of cellophane (?) was disintegrating fast & making a flipping flapping rattling sound.  He was never
seen again on the thing & I wonder if he was the founder of the BHPC in spirit?  Have you any records of
past attempts at streamlining?

Having seen all the fast men on those marvellous machines depicted, my inventive pulse was stirred,
yea, even to twitch.  As an inventive Aquarius who is past his “best before” mode I drooled at the thought
of what I can do to improve the performance of my “Trike Uprightus” I’m now assembling to enable me to
keep cycle-camping.  Any ideas?

Paul E. Craig, 44 Adsys Rd, London SE15 4DZ

Dear Dave & Tina

Thought you might like this sketch.  As
you can see, I’m also reading a maga-
zine for the “more mature” person -
which turns out to be as boisterous and
foolhardy as BHPC!

Continues to be a cover-cover non-stop
read.  Nice one - keep it up.  Ever though
of calling it “The Larry”? [No - Ed.]

Cheers

P.S. Fancy not taking the Wivenhoe
ferry. Tssk!

P.P.S Passed that road in Essex again
where the guy crashed his Lambretta
into a wall while watching you and the
Portable Pub.  Ahh - happy memories!
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Editor’s note:  There have been a few attempts at streamlining upright bi- and tricycles, for example the
1913 Velo Bolide (below), the picture of which was pressed into me hot sticky mitt by Dave Cormie some
time ago.  Several of the machines in the early IHPVA competitions were also regular racing bikes under-
neath, while closer to home there was the “Flying Greenhouse”, an upright tandem with a clear plastic
fairing, and the machine ridden to considerable effect by Mark Webster.  This latter was a regular racing
bike, with a reversed fork and small front wheel, and again a clear plastic fairing.  If I remember correctly,
the rider was the then-current cycling champion of the Army, and made the rest of us look distinctly
second-rate on the Wolverhampton park circuit.

WHEN TAKING APART THOSE FIDDLY LITTLE BITS ON YOUR BIKE PUT THE BITS IN ONE OF THOSE
DESK DRAWER ORGANISATORS THAT ARE ALWAYS LYING AROUND OFFICES - MUCH MORE SATISFY-
ING THAN A TIDY PILE OF BIROS AND PAPERCLIPS

gNick Green

May I congratulate you on the quality of your journal & the droll humour therein, which has many facets to
it, as is always present in the Brown Ale quippery of riders, contestants and inventors.

Yours in any position!?!?
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Builder’s Corner
You may recall, from the last issue, my prediction of a computer-generated Velodynamics machine for
the 2000 season.  So it came as little surprise to receive the following from Geoff Bird...

VIRTUAL CYCLING

As you may have read in the last newsletter, I have had a lot of time on my hands recently after breaking
the neck of my femur.  The downside is that I cannot ride my bike.  The upside is that I’ve had time to learn
how to use the shiny new CAD system my business has just acquired.  It didn’t take me long to realise
that this might be the ideal tool for designing HPVs (in fact, I’m sure my business partner is getting rather
suspicious that’s the only reason I suggested buying the thing in the first place).

The system is called ‘Mechanical Desktop’, which runs on top of AutoCad Release 14.The most useful bit
for designing fairings is the Surface Modelling function.  This uses NURBS (non-uniform rational B-
splines, no less) to calculate continuous surfaces.  I guess this makes me a NURBS Nerd, as Fiona
would no doubt agree.  I used the Rendering program to produce the images, hopefully included in these
pages.  That’s if I haven’t upset Dave too much after the debacle from the last newsletter.

My aim is to produce a practical race bike rather than a World Speed Record contender.  I want to be able
to get at the mechanicals and remove wheels without too much hassle.  It has enough ground clearance
to corner at 0.8 g, which ‘Bicycling Science’ reckons is about the most you’ll get out of a cycle tyre.  There
is a front air intake to cool the rider.

After I had drawn the side profile, I constructed two longitudinal plan sections, one at rider hip level and
the other at shoulder level.  The first is a fairly pure airfoil section, whereas the second has a fuller mid-
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section and a faster taper at the rear, because the
shoulders are much further back on the bike than
the hips.  These two sections provide two ‘rails’ to
sweep the side section along.  Sweeping two sec-
tions around the side profile creates the top and bot-
tom surfaces.

I have kept the maximum taper, at the tail, to 20 de-
grees from the centreline.  Because an HPV oper-
ates at lower Reynolds Number than a racing car or
aircraft, the boundary layer is likely to be less turbu-

lent and therefore more prone to separate on the adverse pressure gradient caused by a rapidly tapering
tail section.  I have incorporated a cut-off tail to minimise overall length.  The design will most probably get
changed before I build it, so if anyone with more experience has any advice or can help me avoid a fatal
error, then I would love to hear from you.

Because I’m having all the steel taken out of my leg in the New Year, I probably won’t be racing again until
the middle of the 2000 season, so I’ve got plenty of time to turn ROM bits into bike bits.  CAD files are just
the job for driving 5 axis milling-machines.  Unfortunately people who have them generally want to re-
coup their £250,000 outlay in an indecently short period of time, so it looks like I will have to get covered
in that horrible Styrofoam dust again.  At least I can print out sections to check the bodyshell will fit, before
I build it.  Oh, and I’ve got to build a low-racer to fit it to as well.  Now, a bike frame would make a good
CAD project…..
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I found this one, if I remember correctly, lurking on the IHPVA’s web site.  I decided to include it because:
a: it looks pretty funky, and
b: because the accompanying article amused me.

You may recall Michael Allen’s “Yellow Pearl”, featured in Issue 53.  Well, he’s been at it again...

Michael Allen, 80 Collyer Avenue, Bognor Regis, W. Sussex

Dave & Tina,

I have just finished building my first trike.  It has taken about six or seven months, working on it just
evenings and some weekends.  It is made from 2 inch by 2 inch box section and inch by inch box section
for the rear forks.  It has 21 gears and at a later date I would like to change it to 63 gears.  I would like to
thank Stuart Watts and Paul Weedon for giving me help on a couple of bits.  I have really enjoyed building
this trike; it has been a headache at a couple of stages but in the end it has been worthwhile.  It does go
really well.  Although I have to admit I have turned it over once already with me on it, but that was down
to me leaning the wrong way when cornering very sharp and fast.

Keep up the good work with the newsletters.

M.R.Allen

Bike: RoadRunner
Builder: Rick Valbuena

This picture was taken at the 1999 Fresno, CA Recumbent Rally. Note that since the bike is parked,
the steering is in the up position (it's tilted back while riding to suit the rider).

BIKE ROADRUNNER recumbent
Type CLWB 45" wheelbase
Drive Disc drive: 2 leg-a-bytes capacity
Gears 21 leg-a-hurtz (used to be 63 but I get confused)
Weight Uhhh...yeah, something like that.
Main frame 1.75" chromoly tubing from Aircraft Spruce Specialty
Maximum speed 50 mph before applying brakes (Even before eating burrito at

Taco Bell) yeah.. it's downhill anyway.
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In marked contrast to these highly-professional efforts, I now bring you up to date with the GTO Saga.
Those present at early-season races will already be aware that I now have a running fully-faired Kingcycle.
The latest instalment starts overleaf.  Hopefully after the next issue there will be nothing further to add...

RECYCLED PARTS:
Rear triangle wrecked Bridgestone road bike (I think my friend is okay now, I

just needed the frame anyway)
Handlebar handicapped person's aluminum cane (God bless his soul).

Adjustable tilt with quick release
Stem modified from an old road bike stem.
Seat frame handicapped person's aluminum walker (he's been promoted to

an electric wheelchair)
Seat pack binocular case (binocular is still in the pawn shop)
Wheel cover child's plastic snow sled (She goes skiing now)
Wheel cover bolts binder bolts for project specification binder (He doesn't need it

now, he got laid-off from work)
Seat fabric garden ground cover (don't have time for gardening anyway)
Idler wheel rollerskates wheel (He drives a car now)
Intermediate wheel cover burned CD (my computer got killed by a virus)
Fairing election poster (He lost the election, works as a clerk now)
Tool box that's the water bottle you see, cut at the neck then re-snapped

together). Drinking water is on the opposite side.
Rear derailleur Shimano 105 from old road bike
Front derailleur Shimano Ultegra from another old bike
Chain tensioner from old mountain bike
Triple crank Sakae, also from old mountain bike (they already flattened the

hills around the neighborhood)
Nose cone plastic Easter egg. (to cover the front end of the main tube)

NEW PARTS: Gaerlan Custom Cycle

Brakes Tektro V-brakes
Rims Sun Rhynolites
Tires Primo 20" rear, 16" rear.
Shifter Sachs Centera

To future recumbent bike builders, ask me for tips. I know where there is another Goodwill Store
grand opening soon. Just tell them that you need the handicap walker for your poor grandmother
and they will sell it to you for half the price. It always works.

Rick Valbuena
outdrs@ix.netcom.com
alvalbue@bechtel.com
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GTO - The Editorial Fairing Project – Part 5

Build Process - Part 5

OK, where were we?  I had just fitted v2.0 of the rear wheel arch, and am pleased to report that the
machine can now be fitted inside with the seat in the right place.  Which is nice.  The next task on the list
was to lay up the lid moulding, as recent high winds had been blowing the plug around the garden in a
most unseemly manner.  So it was probably time to get this bit done before the whole thing disintegrated
or escaped into the street.  The method is identical to that used for the other mouldings.  However, in this
case the fibreglass was most reluctant to relinquish its grip on the plug, in spite of the use of copious
quantities of wax, and eventually the joint between the “roof” and “body” sections of the plug gave way
first.  The “roof” section, still firmly attached to the moulding, was extracted with brute force, ignorance
and a large knife, a process which left my hands and forearms looking as though I’d just been attacked by
a school of Dangerous Fish.

Next, the part of the main moulding behind my head was sawn off, and carefully thrown in the dustbin.
The reason for this is that at the stage of mating the two halves of the fuselage, a certain amount of
trimming of the back end had been required, which meant that this piece was now rather narrower than
it should have been, and was in any case a bit of a mess.  So the corresponding part of the newly-
completed lid was also sawn off, and persuaded to mate with the now-headless body.  It’s quite a bit
wider at the back than it needs to be, but I have justified this to myself by leaving a hole at each side, to
serve as an air extractor vent, thereby promoting air flow through the interior.  Prior to attaching this piece
of the jigsaw, the rear “parcel shelf” and the bottom of the load space were installed.  These are just
pieces of Corriboard cut to size and glassed
into place, but add a considerable amount
of much-needed stiffness to the rear end.
Then the above-mentioned fragment was
attached.

Finally it was time to start work on the at-
tachment system.  For this I have used chan-
nel section aluminium, which can be bought
in various lengths from B&Q.  Five separate
mounts are used, at least at the time of writ-
ing, attaching to the shell in seven places.
These are:

• a nose mounting, which attaches to the
existing nose fittings on the bike’s front
derailleur tube, and to the shell at each
end

• a mid mounting, which attaches to the
centre of the seat mounting plate and
to the floor of the shell just aft of the
front wheel opening

• an upper rear mounting, attached to the
cross-tube at the top of the seat and to
either side of the shell just below and
behind the shoulders

• a pair of rear mountings, which attach
to the rack/mudguard eyelets on the
rear drop-outs and to the underside of
the wheelarch.  The right one has to be

Bighead fastener for under-seat mounting
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offset sort of up and back a bit, as there’s insufficient space to clear the freewheel, gear cable and
other oily bits otherwise

The idea behind this is that all the mountings use existing parts of the bike – the extra, central hole in the
seat plate was added last summer when I fitted a low-rider pannier rack for more luggage capacity on the
trip to Roskilde.  For the fairing end, Bighead Bonding Fasteners supplied the requisite bits (think short
length of internally-threaded tube welded to a 3 cm square flat plate) – they have a minimum order
quantity of something quite large, but very kindly gave me the bits I needed, FREE!!   They merely
requested I keep them posted as to the outcome of the project, so they must be getting very impatient by
now…  The joints between the aluminium and the bonded-in fastenings uses steel corner brackets from
the DIY shop, suitable cut-about and drilled-out to accommodate M6 cap screws, with Nylok nuts where
appropriate.  Don’t use the gold-coloured ones from Robert Dyas, as they are made of cheese L

After a large amount of filing and graunching, I now have a system which at least appears to join bike and
fairing reasonably securely.  Thinks: I’d better make sure the BoB trailer can still be attached.  It can.  Wait
a second…  Removing the bike from its stands has the bike’s rear wheel about an inch off the deck, with
the fairing resting firmly on the upper part of the BoB’s towing linkage!  Another casualty of my inability to
do basic arithmetic!  Vile swearing ensues, followed rapidly by a plan to remodel the offending area.  Saw
warmed up and ready to go.  At the same time I noticed that the glass joint connecting the floor of the load
space and the side of the shell had delaminated itself.  Pass the brush and bucket, it’s fibreglass time
again.

Next the lighting system.  I have long been suspicious of noncy bike lights, which rarely seem to give
enough oomph.  A little history: my machine started with a 2.4W dynamo-type front light and a pair of
0.6W rears, powered by a pair of Reflectalite NiCd battery packs originally designed to fit Ever Ready
Nightriders.  I later upgraded the bulbs – the front to a 10W and the rears to 2.4W halogen front bulbs,
and installed a 6V 10Ah sealed lead-acid battery to drive it.  Next move was to replace the front light with
a 12V 50W halogen spotlight, a second battery and a three-position headlight switch (off, 6V, 12V).  Plus
a pair of LED Vistalites for backup.  However, when Tina started cycling to work, she laid claim to one of
the batteries.  So the GTO will feature a brand-new system; 12V 7Ah battery (weighs 2.65 kg, so good for
fitness training…), dual front lights (12V halogen narrow-beam spotlights, 20 & 50W), and the three-
position headlight switch.  A second switch, down by the battery, will act as a master switch for the front

Bighead fastener for seat-back mounting
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light circuits as well as being an on-off switch for the rear
light.  For the back I have acquired an after-market third
brake light.  It’s fairly light, draws about ¼A, cost about
twenty quid from Halfords, and contains 28 LED’s.  Which
considering my 7-LED Vistalite was £13, isn’t too bad.

The front lights are attached to a vertical piece of alu-
minium channel, bolted to smaller Bighead fasteners at
either end, via angle brackets cut from a piece of scrap
aluminium.  The brackets are attached to the rear of the
bulbs with good old-fashioned jubilee clips.  The rear
comes with a pair of rotating mounts with self-adhesive
tape thereupon, to attach to the rear window of a car.
These were instead attached to the “parcel shelf”, so as
to be visible through the rear window.  This latter has now
been cut out, and strips of Corriboard glued and glassed
into place around the edges to serve as a frame for the
window itself, which will be attached with Velcro.  gNick
tells me that self-adhesive Velcro is disinclined to self-
adhere if it gets wet, so a good tip is to drill small holes
through whatever the Velcro is to be attached to and sew
it on with stout thread (or dental floss – thanks Richard!).
He recommends the use of “those tiny drill bits which al-
ways break”.

Also from Bighead came a couple of parts difficult to de-
scribe without a photo, diagram or somesuch.  Think flat
plate, 3 cm square.  Steel bar bent into U-shape, attached
to plate at either end, at an angle of 45 degrees to the
plate.  One of these was bonded to the tail panel either
side of the rear wheel, thereby enabling a lock to attach
the machine securely to the landscape.  Or it will once
I’ve scraped the excess resin off.

At the same time, the parts for renovating the bike’s oily bits, which have seen little attention for the past
two years, are rolling in.  As related elsewhere, there hasn’t been a great deal of good fortune in the field
of wheels settling on this household recently, so both wheels are fairly newly minted.  The old FAG
bottom bracket, which cost seven quid back in 1993, has finally started to develop a little play, so it will be
replaced by a Shimano one, and the middle and outer chainrings are well past their sell-by dates.  These
were Middleburns, but they’ve been replaced with TA’s (cheaper).  The rarely-used inner is still OK.  New
chain – Sachs of course.  New brake blocks all round.  New freewheel – a Sachs 8-speed 12-28, custom
spec’d from St. John Street Cycles.  An off-the-peg one would have been 60% of the price, but this one
should eliminate the annoyingly large gaps in the high gears, which several times over the last few years
have left me in the lurch during races.  I have been assured that this will fit quite happily, so if it doesn’t
Rolf Mantel, mathematician of Marburg, will get a visit from the Bicycle Police… A new Sachs twist-grip
shifter to match the block.  And a new rear derailleur – a Shimano Nexave Megarange.  Contributors to
the HPV mailing list have recommended this as a useful piece of kit – it is apparently designed for
hybrids, is usually found in conjunction with an 11-34 8-speed rear end, has a total capacity of 43 teeth
and is of the low-normal variety – i.e. the spring tension pulls the chain onto the bigger rear sprockets
when left to its own devices.  I’d especially recommend it for front-drive machines which have traction
problems, as the thing weighs about four hundredweight…  Oh, and a new headset.

Later that same Millennium…  The “tailgate” was marked out using a carefully-prepared template, whose
size was scientifically calculated to three decimal places.  OK, actually I used a sheet of A4 paper.  So
sue me.  The door was cut out and a Corriboard “lip” was first glued and then glassed into place around
the sides and top of the opening.  The hinge (a piano hinge sawn in half) was pop-riveted to the shell and

Interior of the nose with front lights fitted
Bighead fastener at the bottom is for lower end

of front mounting
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the door, and a push-button lock (like Geoff Bird, I used the Southco one from the RS catalogue) fitted.
Inside the load bay, a strip of aluminium was bent into a rectangle and pop-riveted to the side of the wheel
arch – this is to hold the battery firmly in place.  Once all this was sorted, the front wall of the load bay was
fitted – a sheet of Corriboard trimmed to more or less the right size and shape.  To hold a large sheet like
this in place, I made up some “angle-brackets” out of Corriboard, which were attached to the shell by yet
more of the ubiquitous pop-rivets.  Then yet more glass tape around the edges.  This bit was actually
done in two parts; one which parallels the slope of the seat back and a vertical one where the fairing
narrows in above my shoulders, because I didn’t have a suitably sized piece of Corriboard with the “grain”
running in the right direction to allow it to bend.

Then the wiring for the lights.  Much fiddling with batteries, switches and wire ensued before I figured out
how to connect the whole thing up so it worked the way I wanted.  The master switch lurks low down next
to the seat while the headlight switch will eventually attach to the side of the shell close to the left handle-
bar, just as soon as I can get over to Maplins in Barking to buy some more connectors.  This means that
all the wiring will be attached to the fairing, rather than the bike, so if and when the latter needs to be
separated from the former, I won’t have to spend hours fiddling with connectors which always seem to
separate themselves from the wire at inopportune moments.

The bike was then partially reassembled, minus wheels, seat, and a few bits and bobs, and inserted into
the shell.  Blimey, it fits!  Connect up front and rear mountings, add wheels.  Attach computer wiring.  Spin
rear wheel to ensure all is OK.  Yes, it works.  Apply rear brake to stop spinning wheel.  Lever goes all soft
and squidgy, LHM sprays everywhere.  The straddle line has split.  Fortunately, the brake can be re-
moved in situ, so making up and fitting a new line is not too much of a performance.  Bung on the other
computer.  Yes, two computers!  One is the old faithful Cat-Eye Astrale, which does speed and cadence.
The other is a Cat-Eye Something Else, which does speed, distance and heart rate.  Does this mean
Larrington is going to start taking things seriously???

Next, install chain tubes.  My feeling is that with the rear wheel almost fully enclosed, water and road grot
will be more likely to adhere to the oily bits, hence anything to reduce the amount of chain exposed to the
stuff might be beneficial.  Most new Sachs chains come with a link allowing disassembly without tools, so
if it proves to be a bust they can easily be removed again.  They’re made from polyethylene sprinkler
pipe, and are attached to the frame via “daisy chains” of cable ties.  Tip: when you’ve cut off the piece
from the roll, immerse in very hot water to help straighten it out.

Next, a cunningly-shaped piece of Corriboard was fabricated, to close off the hole between rear wheel
and fairing interior, with cut-outs for the frame and chain.  This will eventually be fixed with cable ties, as
initial attempts to glue, tape or Velcro it into place have all failed to work satisfactorily.  At the time of
writing, there’s only one cable tie doing the job of four, but the next time I have the seat off… Once this
was in place, the seat could be attached, and the mountings which attach thereto likewise.  Slight prob-
lem with the behind-the-seat one, in that it is now impossible to get the bolts through the holes in the
crossbar of the seat.  Scratch head, apply hose clamp, because:

1. I had one
2. It will annoy Bob Bryant J

At which point the machine, though not by any means complete, is at least rideable.  In order to test this
theory, I climbed in, settled into place and gently spun the cranks with my bare toes (pedals currently on
another bike).  There is a horrible cracking noise from behind… Scramble out and inspect the rear end.
Oops.  Tip: don’t sit on the bike with the wheels off the ground and the fairing resting on its stands, as the
entire weight of bike and rider will be acting through the fairing mounts.  The rear ones took umbrage at
this treatment, and pulled out.  Cunning plan #247 – drill holes through from the luggage bay, insert
cylindrical part of Bighead through hole, apply several layers of glass to the inside.  Hopefully this will be
a bit more fail-safe.

Add the usual Kingcycle “mudguard” to fill the gap between the frame tubes.  Lash down cables to
handlebars.  Whatever did we do before cable ties?  Attach “bomb doors”, then try to work out some
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sensible way of auto-closing them.  At the moment there is a hook on the front end of each door, with a
piece of bungy cord between them just ahead of the front wheel, and a hook at the rear of each door with
bungy cord leading up to a second hook on the inside of the shell.  This “solution” is far from ideal, but it’s
the best I could do at short notice (the Tuesday before Eastway).  It certainly requires a rethink, so I shall
have to go stick my conk inside Oscar, Morse’s Law and any other hard-shell machines around on
Sunday.  The doors are prevented from leaping into the interior of the machine by strategically placed
strips of Corriboard glassed into place.  Cut out the rear window from my absurdly-expensive but very
thin polycarbonate, and Velcro into place.  Hmm, sticks up a bit.  Remove Velcro, add insulating tape –
looks much prettier!  Doesn’t stay stuck too well, though.  Further experimentation required.

Time for the first road test.  Trundle, trundle, bang, CRASH!!!  These things are loud !  What’s it going to
be like with the lid on?  Wheee!  Round the corner, bang, thump, thump, thump.  Left rear mounting has
bent – the ally bar is knocking against the speedo magnet and the wheel against the side of its cut-out.
Walk home, and beef up the mounting a bit.

On to the lid.  Cut out a suitably-shaped hole for the NACA duct at the base of the windscreen – this is a
sample from Paul Davies.  Tip:  if you need to trim the edges of the duct, don’t.  Even my ultra-sharp
Kitchen Devil scissors, which had earlier made short work both of thick fibreglass and the palm of my
hand, had no effect.  Then the windows were cut out – a main windscreen and two side windows each
side, plus a further open bit each side, roughly on a level with the rider’s head.  Stiffen the pillars with the
ubiquitous Corriboard.  These bits protrude either side of the pillar to provide a mounting point for the
windows, and hence could only be glassed on at the ends.  Hopefully hot glue and faith will keep the rest
attached.  Now attach your lid.  This first required carefully matching the thing with the rest of the shell –
I had deliberately made it somewhat oversize to allow for a certain amount of fettling, but could usefully
have made it two inches longer, as there’s a bit of a mystery gap appeared at the back on the left hand
side…  Even yet more Corriboard forms “tongues” to line the lid and the shell up properly.  However, at
this point I failed to locate the hooks I had earlier purchased for the purposes of holding down the lid, and
it was 7 p.m. the night before Eastway…

So the GTO had to make its race debut sans roof.  But I was able to ride down to Eastway without
anything else falling off or breaking, and on arrival, everyone said nice things about it.  And it seemed to
handle in the wind quite happily, while others (step forward, Mr. Sleigh…) were having a few problems
keeping on terra firma.  But, I was dog slow.  This is most likely due to:

• The huge “airscoop” behind my head acting as an very effective drag brake.
• The chain tubes attacking the idler pulley.
• The unfamiliar reverse operation

of the rear mech., leading to
some interesting mis-shifts.

• Not having ridden a recumbent
at all for two months.

Nul points.  Beaten by an unfaired
Derrick Tweddle.  Oh, the ignominy!
Rode home again; still nothing broke
or fell off, though that damn’ mounting
went wibbly again.  Replaced it with a
hefty chunk of steel shelving support
and removed the bomb doors prior
to…

Monday!  Rode it to work.  Nothing
broke or fell off!  Only problem is that
the bike and shell are not quite lined
up, so the knuckles of my left hand
take a gentle knocking from the fairing

The GTO on its public debut.
Photo: Nigel Sleigh
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next to the bars.  Oh, and the fact that the two computers give wildly different speeds, which is confusing.
And for the rest of the week, only the rear light came adrift – the self-adhesive pads holding it to the parcel
shelf were not self-adhesive enough, so insurance was added in the shaped of a couple of screws.

Update – 18th April 1999

Re-calibrated computers – they’re now quite a bit closer!  Plus I started using different display options so
as not to have both of them displaying (different) speed.  Attached the Corriboard locating tongues with
pop-rivets, as the glass tape is sometimes reluctant to stick to the Corriboard.  Completed the wiring of
the lights, complete with ordinary household cable clips to keep the wires out of the way of wandering
limbs.  Rode to work every day this week – nothing broke or fell off.  We’re getting there…

Update – 25th April 1999

Lid attached.  Arm holes cut out of lid and shell.  Corriboard reinforcement of window pillars pop-riveted
on, as was the NACA duct at the base of the screen.  Mirrors attached.  These are the oval Rhode Gear
ATB mirrors – the curved part which normally attaches to the bars of a mountain bike was sawn about
and the entire thing attached to the “B” pillar with a couple of M4 bolts.  While shortening these, I made a
very fair attempt to cut off my left index finger with a hacksaw L.  Catches for lid retention were attached,
as were three pairs of hooks each side.  Bungie cord laces around these to keep the whole thing a bit
steadier.  Cut out windows, hot glue into place and seal the edges with tape.  Treat with Rain Wizard – it
probably won’t help much, but is unlikely to hurt either.  Add trim pieces around the arm holes to reduce
lacerations – these are pieces of plastic tubing slit lengthways and glued into place.  Alas, when putting
the bike back in the shed, the touring bike’s bars assaulted the GTO and pulled a couple of them off
again…  Hop inside (not easy).  Oh.  The air duct neatly hides the “instrument panel”.  Computers
temporarily relocated sideways on the stem, until I can figure out a better way to mount them.

Update – 26th April 1999

Rode to work fully-faired for the first time.  Things are not perfect.  The mirrors need adjustment, which is
not difficult, but a bit of a bind from inside.  The lid is too low, and rudely assaults my knees on every turn
of the pedals.  It shouldn’t be too difficult to rectify this either, but not with the tools available at work.  So
I’ll have to skin my knees again on the way home LL.  The angle of the Astrale is such that I can’t read
the display (I think it needs a new battery as well), while the heart rate function on the other one doesn’t
work, in spite of being NEARER the transmitter than before.  Go figure.  It’s not all bad news, though, on
an admittedly cool morning, heat was not a big problem, and the windscreen refused to steam up even
after getting caught in traffic at the top of a hill.  Visibility was OK, even in the drizzle.  But reaching the
push-button on the wall to ask the security guard to open the gate of the basement car park is not
possible when the lid is down.  Perhaps I shall have to carry a stick…

But the difference is amazing.  Not speed-wise, as I spent a lot of time freewheeling and the rest pedalling
gently at half my normal cadence to spare my knees from punishment.  No, it’s a psychological thing.
Previously, riding a recumbent was just riding a bicycle in a different position.  Now, it’s definitely a
Human-Powered Vehicle.

Update – 28th April 1999

On getting home last night, fiddled with the mountings a bit, then discovered that the angle brackets on
both rear mounts had broken due to fatigue.  Found in the shed was a substantial steel strap, whose
original function was to hold a Sony radio to the transmission tunnel of a Mark III Cortina, before being
snaffled by me to use as a support bracket for a rack on my Kingcycle, back in the pre-tailbox era.  New
angle brackets were cut from this, but by the time they were in place, no daylight remained to further
fiddle with the lid.  The following day there was a certain amount of fettling of Tina’s machine to be done,
plus enlarging the cut-out for the rear derailleur – yesterday’s modifications have moved the rear wheel to
the right a bit (making it more central), so in a couple of gears the chain rubs on the edge of the cut-out,
making a horrible din.  There was also a mysterious “something loose and rattling” noise, but this went
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away again before I could track it down.  Still not had another go at the lid, but the weather is fine at the
moment, so maybe I’ll leave it until the Bank Holiday Monday, as I think some new mounting “uprights”
will have to be fabricated.  Plus another go at relocating the computers…

Update – 20th May 1999

Got the lid fitted, with a slight
problem that one of the bungie
cords for closing the bomb
doors would now have to run
through, rather than ahead of,
the front wheel.  This is be-
cause after relocating the
fairing to give some knee clear-
ance, the bike is slightly further
forward than it was before.
Replaced it with gaffer tape
until a more elegant solution
can be found.  The machine
ran much better at Milton
Keynes, and I was able to see

off Messrs. London and Adcock, who had tied me to a tree at Eastway.  I nearly had The Mighty Tim as
well, but I think he had a higher top gear than me, and thus was able to escape on the downhill part of the
course.

On returning home the bomb doors were removed and the mirrors refitted – with only one bolt to hold
them to the fairing rather than two.  Now I can see behind me!  Rode to work.  Held up somewhat by Tina
getting a puncture, but it handled OK in the wind, went up the hills much faster (though whether this was
due to the wind or not I don’t know) and cruised through the Finsbury Park one-way system at about 40
km/h on half-throttle.  Nice.  A bit hairy in the strong wind on the way home, but OK in the rain the
following morning.  Water drips onto my left knee from the corner of the air vent, which I think needs a bit
of tweaking to provide better cooling, but apart from that no real hassles.

Above: Start of the Milton Keynes points race
Below: Chasing The Mighty Tim Hayes (in vain)

Photos: Nigel Sleigh

Me...
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Subsequent tweaks to the ventilation system have not proved satisfactory, alas, as the airflow seems to
conk out about halfway to my face.  I think the lid needs a bit of stiffening so as to make the forward part
of the vent more nearly horizontal, maybe the removal of some material from the lower part of the wind-
screen and maybe the odd hole in the “quarterlights” as well.  A vent in the roof?  It’s a complicated
business…

- To Be Continued

And something to carry it in...
Our new, Improved trailer, plus ace Lemon Painter Tina

That wonderfully prolific contributor Richard Middleton sent the following item, extracted from “The Vil-
lage Carpenter”, by Walter Rose, published by the Cambridge University Press in 1937 - ISBN 1-85089-
490-6.  The author (Rose, not Mr. Middleton...) was born in 1871.  This item nearly made it into the last
issue, but then got bumped when Geoff Bird sent the details of the Oxfordshire weekend slightly after the
last possible moment.  Are you feeling suitably guilty yet, Geoff?

The wage of a qualified carpenter in grandfather’s time was seventeen or eighteen shillings for
a week of sixty hours.  This, at the time I commenced work, had risen to twenty-nine shillings.
Along with the low wage went an expenditure of labour that would not be tolerated today.
Many of our men walked four or five miles daily to work at distant places.  The time walking
there was allowed by the firm, but the journey back was in their own time.  They rarely com-
plained.  Old Johnnie, who was slow of gait, started half an hour in advance when the journey
was long; but he never dreamed of asking payment for it.  The coming of the bicycle eased the
situation through the summer months for the younger workmen.  But the roads in winter were
too muddy; with long stretches relined with rough flints, and nothing was gained by trying to
use bicycles then.

Uncle John was grandfather’s youngest brother; his nephews and nieces were many.  We all
loved him, for he was a kindly old man, with a vein of natural humour in his disposition, and
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he always had a quaint remark ready for us.  On the break-up of the family farm he became a
bootmaker of reputed skill, but the loss of the sight of one eye made that calling no longer
possible; he then became a “masoner”, and thus was frequently working on the same jobs as
our carpenters.  Whensoever the work lay near to the king’s highway and not too many fields
had to be crossed to get at it, he rode a vehicle that I understand was bequeathed to him by a
deceased relative, Thomas Peart, of Huguenot descent.  The like of it no other man possessed.
It had four wheels which were of the velocipede or bone-shaker order of construction, being of
similar fashion, with turned ash spokes driven into a wooden hub, and an iron tyre (1 x 1/4
in., bent edgewise) held in position by small iron studs, one each side of the tyre, driven into
the ends of the spokes.  It had a wooden box-like arrangement for a seat, with a hinged lid
behind, the interior being useful for his tools, also dinner, when distance from home made it
necessary.  On a fair road he could attain to a speed of over five miles an hour, it was, there-
fore, not unusual for him to arrive home a quarter to half an hour in advance of the men who
walked.  At that time I rode an “ordinary”, off which I had many harmless spills.  These ma-
chines are now known as “penny-farthings”, and my uncle would remark that “it was quite in
order that I should be higher up in the world than himself, but that he was content with his
position”.

About the year 1890 the first “safety” bicycle appeared on the market - and steam-rollers on
the roads - and it soon became general for the younger of our men to ride to and from their
work.

The name of uncle’s machine was a permanent poser; we were familiar with the bicycle and
tricycle, and all felt that it deserved one.  He declared it a “forcycle”, because it had four wheels;
though some did ungenerously suggest that extra force was needed to propel it.  I have myself
disproved this, at any rate.  On a good road, when well oiled, it did, indeed, go fairly easy - that
is to say when one had acquired the peculiar oblique push essential to the pedals, each of
which had a slipper-like toe arrangement at the end.
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This item comes from the23rd Edition of “Cycling Manual”, by H. H. England (the Editor of “Cycling”),
which was published in 1953.  It was sent to us by our chum Nick Bigg.  Thanks Nick - Ed.  Odd how
things change, innit?

“...A complete departure from the diamond frame was the Velocar or “lying-down” bicycle, which was
evolved in France and copied over here in different versions, from about 1933.  Many world’s records
were set up on the track on this horizontal type, and a category of record for this “freak” machine was
created.  Riders, ordinary exponents, found they could climb hills easier and faster than normally
fleeter men riding the usual shape of bicycle.  The secret of the horizontal bicycle is that it affords a
back rest, and in consequence the thrust on the pedals is reinforced by the muscles of the body from the
shoulders down to the feet,  A similar effect was tried years ago with a strap hooked to the top tube of
a normal machine which went round the shoulders of the rider who thereby added to his leg thrust by
straining upwards with his whole body against this anchorage.  The Velocar type also had the advan-
tage of more fully streamlining the body.

In spite of all these seeming advantages, its popularity was foredoomed,  The body has only so much
energy to give out and, properly harnessed, it can make a supreme effort with all its parts at once.
Hence the Velocar’s speed on the track; the rider’s strength on the hill.  But if the power is thus
increased the amount available will be more quickly used up.  The recuperative ability of the ordinary
bodily functions will lag behind the rate of energy output.  A long day’s ride is out of the question
except as a supreme endurance test; the pleasure there is in cycling ceases to be!  The lying-down
posture is nearer the dust of the road; protection from rain is wellnigh impossible and the view of the
passing scene is restricted”
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Eastway – April 11 th 1999

As seems to be the norm these days, the weather for the year’s initial meeting was of the sunny-but-a-bit-
chilly variety.  With a bit of unnecessary wind thrown in for good measure.  Had the event started at 07:30,
it would have been much better…  Anyway, after much frantic work, your Editor had made the GTO at
least rideable, though the Case Of The Disappearing Hooks – for holding down the lid – meant that I was
obliged to run without it.  However, I made it down to Eastway without anything breaking or falling off the
machine, to discover that some people have been quite busy during the winter.  Apart from the unhappy
Geoff Bird, that is.  Some people will do anything to win the “Unfortunate Scotsman” trophy.  Though he
is able to get around on crutches now, and has apparently been forced by Derrick Tweddle to walk to the
pub.  Although possibly not back…

Mr. Treasurer Dennis Adcock has a
new low racer in his venerable “Pig”
series.  This one sports one of his GRP
noses, with the rest of the fairing be-
ing of Corriboard.  At the moment it’s
still open-topped, and lacks any kind
of foot flaps (though it does have hand
flaps).  Paul London has coated his
Sun Machine, acquired towards the
end of last season, in a yellow foam
fairing, the resultant Thing going un-
der the moniker of the “Foam Falcon”.
Chris Cox, on the other hand, took a
simpler route, marrying his Speedy to
Andy Wilkinson’s fairing.  The paint is
peeling off the latter a bit, and Chris’
406 front wheels don’t quite fill the 451-
sized wheelarches, but it still looks the
Business.  Iain James’ demon tweak
for his low racer, Project X, is a set of
second-hand composite wheels; a
spoked one on the front and a HED
disc on the back.  “No,” quoth the Big
Feller, “I didn’t pay full price for ‘em!”.
Ian Willett’s Ironing Board, in fabric-
faired guise, now sports a neat head
fairing.  John Lafford appeared with
the Arrow 99, which if examined
closely bears a suspicious resem-
blance to one of John Kingsbury’s
Tchaikovskis.  This is equipped with
fold-down landing gear, for when John
gets the fairing sorted, but it seems to
require a bit of tweaking, as whenever
John was persuaded to demonstrate
it, it seemed that he fell over J.  Matt
Norman had a modified version of the
Tim Elsdale Cool Breeze prone, this
one featuring a home-brewed carbon

disc rear wheel.  At the instigation of coach Andrea Ingram, Jonathan Woolrich has produced a fixed-
gear version of the Protobikes arm-powered machine for Kevin Doran, though it’s only in plywood at this
stage.  Sensibly, Kevin opted to race the version with gears…  Not racing, but at least present, is yet
another incarnation of the K2, now with a neat steering damper, which JK swears is a huge improvement.

Dennis Adcock’s latest Pig
Photo: Nigel Sleigh

Paul London’s Foam Falcon
Photo: Paul London
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I was only able to try it around the car park, and it felt OK, but I still maintain that the best one was that
which broke under Nigel Sleigh at Ingliston.  Talking of whom, it seems that Pete Cox underwent a radical
hair-removal program over the closed season, then gathered up the trimmings and a pot of glue and
attacked Nigel with them.  Yes, our favourite Scouser has sprouted a beard, thus putting himself well on
the way to becoming a classic “bearded HPV nerd”.  All you need now, Nige, is a job as a computer
programmer J  Final new machine is Ian Sheen’s latest part-faired two-wheeler – some sort of two-
wheeled jet engine with “Honda” written on the side.

After much wandering around, ma-
chine prodding and exchange of half-
truths, Sherri beats the masses into
shape for a pair of half-hour plus one
lap races.  The nominally-slow types
go first.  Tim Elsdale catapults his
prone into an immediate lead, and
swiftly opens out a sizeable gap over
second place man Iain James.  Close
behind Iain at first is Pete Cox, with
the pair soon being caught by Roan
Allen, on the modified Humming Bird
– the seat is now quite a lot more laid-
back.  Pete eventually flags, but Roan
can’t quite hold Iain’s pace, and they
finish in the order Tim – Iain – Roan –
Pete.  According to my results, John
Lafford was next, in spite of the trans-
mission on the Arrow making some
quite alarming noises.  The consen-
sus is that freewheel sprockets are
best avoided for intermediate drive
components unless they’re not
equipped with all the clever-clever
tweaks for improved gear shifting.  A
little further back, the two unfaired
Speedies of Marcus Hunt and Rich-
ard Everett were inseparable for the
first half of the race, but then Richard
suddenly came past fifty yards ahead
of Marcus, and continued to open up
the gap thereafter, to take the multi-
track win.  Sherri Donaldson took the
Ladies’ class, from Fiona Grove, who
in turn edged out Kevin by a handful
of seconds at the end.  Last on the
road was ten-year-old Robin Hayes,
making his racing debut on the ex-
Skoyles family Mean’n’Green.  In spite
of a half-dozen idiots all leaping up and
down at the trackside, Robin failed to heed our advice to slow down just a little bit, which put him about
three feet ahead of Tim Elsdale when the latter received the flag.  Being sadists, we made Robin do
another lap L.  Honourable mentions to Brian Dalton on his Trice, and Dave Redknap on the Quadras,
coz everyone else in this race has had a namecheck…

Onto the fast, faired and Derrick race.  Well, that’s how someone described it (not me) - Derrick is sharing
a Velodynamics machine with Fiona today, to save on transport hassles.  Anyway, it’s all lies.  Business
as usual for the Steves, with Mr. Slade beating Mr. Donaldson by some considerable margin.  Sterling

Start of Race 1 - John Lafford’s Arrow 99 in the foreground
Photo: Nigel Sleigh

Start of Race 1 - Tim Elsdale & Dave Redknap on the front row...
Photo: Nigel Sleigh
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Miles Kingsbury

performances from Ian Chattington on the unfaired Ross Festina, and Matt Norman on the “experimen-
tal” prone, finishing third and fourth overall (I think).  Chris Cox has got the faired Speedy going well, and
takes fifth (I also think).  Then there’s a whole bunch of other people, none of whom is me.  There are a
few good reasons for this:
1. I haven’t ridden a recumbent at all for two months.
2. The chain tubes are making intimate contact with the idler pulley, to the detriment of drivetrain

efficiency.
3. My new Shimano Nexave rear mech. shifts the opposite way to conventional ones, hence I keep

wrong-slotting the gears.
4. The GTO must be a lot heavier than Marchant The Wonder Bike (I haven’t weighed it yet…)
5. Without the lid, the huge  open bit of fairing behind my head acts as a very efficient drag brake, thus

making the bike dog-slow – 4 mph down on last year.  What price progress?
Which meant that with a couple of laps to go, I suddenly spotted a Tweddle-shaped blur hiding in the not-
inconsiderable wind shadow of the GTO.  To add insult to injury, he rammed me a couple of times, and
finally just pipped me over the line.  Making me last .  Derrick  is a rotter of the first order, and I’m never
going to go to the pictures with him again.

Rush off to the bar.  Wander back at a civilised pace.  There is to be a fun race of twenty minutes plus two,
or maybe three, laps in the opposite direction.  I don’t recall too much about this, but think the final order
may have been Steve Slade – Steve Donaldson – Ian Chattington – gNick Green.  Chris and Marcus
swapped machines for this one, but Chris still managed to finish just ahead.  Have you been doing the “T”

Race 1
Position Number Name Vehicle Class Laps Min Sec Km/h MPH

1 28 Steve Slade Wasp F 15 32 36 45.3 28.1
2 92 Steve Donaldson Wasp F 15 34 19 43.0 26.7
3 36 Ian Chattington Ross Festina U 14 34 41 39.7 24.7
4 44 gNick Green Morse's Law F 14 34 54 39.5 24.5
5 74 Matt Norman Prone U 13 32 38 39.2 24.4
6 76 Nigel Leaper Low F 13 33 44 37.9 23.6
7 31 Ian Willett Ironing Board F 13 34 13 37.4 23.2
8 25 Tim Hayes Ross Low F 13 34 48 36.8 22.8
9 121 Nigel Sleigh Plastic Maggot F 12 32 43 36.1 22.4
10 0 Chris Cox Windcheetah F 12 33 24 35.4 22.0
11 66 Dennis Adcock Pig F 12 35 09 33.6 20.9
12 22 Paul London Foam Falcon F 11 35 00 30.9 19.2
13 96 Derrick Tweddle Velodynamics U 10 33 52 29.1 18.1
14 68 Dave Larrington GTO F 10 33 52 29.1 18.1

Race 2
Position Number Name Vehicle Class Laps Min Sec Km/h MPH

1 73 Tim Elsdale Prone U 13 34 11 37.4 23.3
2 40 Iain James Project X U 13 35 42 35.8 22.3
3 7 Roan Allen Humming Bird U 13 35 47 35.7 22.2
4 14 Pete Cox Lune Low Tide U 13 36 50 34.7 21.6
5 108 John Lafford Arrow 99 U 12 34 16 34.5 21.4
6 32 Richard Everett Windcheetah U/M 12 36 19 32.5 20.2
7 54 Marcus Hunt Windcheetah U/M 11 34 22 31.5 19.6
8 24 Sherri Donaldson Kestrel U/L 10 34 07 28.8 17.9
9 87 Dave Redknap Quadras U 10 35 02 28.1 17.5
10 13 Brian Dalton Trice U/M 10 37 23 26.3 16.4
11 34 Fiona Grove Velodynamics U/L 9 34 41 25.5 15.9
12 90 Kevin Doran White Knight U/A 9 34 50 25.4 15.8
13 52 Robin Hayes Mean'n'Green U 8 39 17 20.0 12.5
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No, it’s electric...  The latest from Cedric (whose
surname I always forget).  Photo: Nigel Sleigh

word, Mr. Cox?  And Matt Norman’s mount finished
the race with its rear wheel on the verge of disinte-
gration, leading to some interesting behaviour in
the corners, according to its rider.

Enough!  Home.  Replace slightly-bent fairing mount
with something sturdier.  Discipline chain tubes.
Tweak gears.  Start drawing low racer.  Stop draw-
ing low racer when long-suffering Wife returns from
Foreign Climes…  Come Milton Keynes, I shall have
my lid, and Moscow Walthamstow will surely have
its Revenge!

Overall Position Points
Position Number Name Vehicle Class F U L A M F U L A M

1 28 Steve Slade Wasp F 1 20
2 92 Steve Donaldson Wasp F 2 15
3 36 Ian Chattington Ross Festina U 1 20
4 44 gNick Green Morse's Law F 3 12
5 74 Matt Norman Prone U 2 15
6 76 Nigel Leaper Low F 4 10
7 73 Tim Elsdale Prone U 3 12
8 31 Ian Willett Ironing Board F 5 8
9 25 Tim Hayes Ross Low F 6 6
10 121 Nigel Sleigh Plastic Maggot F 7 4
11 40 Iain James Project X U 4 10
12 7 Roan Allen Humming Bird U 5 8
13 0 Chris Cox Windcheetah F 8 3
14 14 Pete Cox Lune Low Tide U 6 6
15 108 John Lafford Arrow 99 U 7 4
16 66 Dennis Adcock Pig F 9 2
17 32 Richard Everett Windcheetah U/M 8 1 3 20
18 54 Marcus Hunt Windcheetah U/M 9 2 2 15
19 22 Paul London Foam Falcon F 10 1
20 96 Derrick Tweddle Velodynamics U 10 1
21 68 Dave Larrington GTO F 11
22 24 Sherri Donaldson Kestrel U/L 11 1 20
23 87 Dave Redknap Quadras U 12
24 13 Brian Dalton Trice U/M 13 3 12
25 34 Fiona Grove Velodynamics U/L 14 2 15
26 90 Kevin Doran White Knight U/A 15 1 20
27 52 Robin Hayes Mean'n'Green U 16
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Milton Keynes – May 15 th 1999

Saturday morning.  Load up our newly-acquired trailer and Ho! for Milton Keynes.  I missed our previous
visit to this venue, when Steve Slade in the Bean set a lap record which probably still stands, but man-
aged to find it without too many problems.  Unload and go prodding.

Aarn Tate’s latest machine is a long-
ish SWB with 520/369 wheels, a fat
monotube frame, a Moulton suspen-
sion front end and a pivot behind a
seat for the simple rear suspension.
Very comfortable and handled nicely,
plus the rear end can be folded in, the
better to fit the machine in the back of
a car.  Paul Davies’ has a new faired
bike, called “Faired Bike” – a semi-low
machine in a purposeful white GRP
fairing.  Bob Tennant, of Micwic Ltd,
appeared with a SWB Linear Sonic
from the USA, plus a pair of his own
designs, a USS MWB bike with a 7-
speed Shimano hub, and a back-to-
back rear-drive tandem.  Bob’s bikes
feature immensely wide and comfy
mesh seats - Tina is insanely jealous.
We tried the tandem, which was great
while we were running, but it then shed
the stoker’s chain when I eased off the
pedals to change up, and we failed to
get coordinated enough to start off
again.  Methinks a 2-wheel-drive ma-
chine, like the Flevo, might be better
in this respect.  Dave Richards brought
the Kite & Merlin in addition to his regu-
lar tail-faired Kestrel.  I can’t remem-
ber which is which, but one is the chas-
sis of his eagerly-anticipated faired
machine - think Kestrel with fat Tioga
Comp Pools instead of skinny Conti
GP’s - while t’other is his road bike, a
SWB machine with idler-free Sachs
3x7 transmission, comfy seat and gen-
eral handling like a Kingcycle/Ross
cross.  He’ll build you one for about a grand...  Robin Mather’s Comfort & Style is a semi-low machine
with a Paul Davies tail fairing.  I neglected to find out whether it’s Robin’s own design or one of Paul’s.

gNick Green had a new fairing for Morse’s Law - same shape as the old one, but about 1/3 the thickness,
hence considerably lighter.  Nigel Sleigh has been hard at work building his solar-assisted trike, based on
a PDQ3 chassis.  This confection of assorted plastics rather resembles a 1950’s Messerschmidt microcar,
and rejoices in the name “Millennium Bug”.  Lacking the electrics at present, Nigel ran it with the top off.
Rather slowly J  Bob Johnson’s bright yellow Hi Bike - take a BMX frame and add ironmongery until the
saddle is about ten feet off the deck.  This machine would slaughter any velocino ever built in an Imprac-
tical Vehicle contest.  Derrick “Grade-A Posemeister” Tweddle had another Jag; this time a shiny new S-
type.  It looks better in the metal than in pictures, but Tina finds the wood’n’leather interior somewhat
cheesy, and the boot is very shallow.  And your Writer has fitted the lid to the GTO, which makes a

Aarn Tate’s latest machine

Paul Davies’ Faired Bike
Photo: Nigel Sleigh
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considerable difference to the performance of the de-
vice, i.e. it will now accelerate down quite moderate
gradients J  I have been advised that fitting a tail cone
will improve matters still more, but I’m not sure I can
be bothered.  I think I’d rather use my leftover foam to
cook a new bike...

Plus a fair few new or long-lost faces.  David Hembrow
ran his wife’s Flevo Oke-Ja after his Ross ate its han-
dlebars previous day.  Ralph Edwards raced a Pashley
PDQ.  Neither of these would be obvious choices as
racing machines, but both travelled at a very respect-
able speed.  Local lad Bob Knight raced his Speedy,
and had a few of the regulars quaking in their boots as
they observed his speed through the start/finish area
in practice.  Tom Cohen ran a regular Peugeot road
bike, while Lorna Wray rode her Moulton APB.  Matt
Loader raced his Trice, fitted with a Sugino Tension
Disc rear wheel, which I covet somewhat, even though
it wouldn’t fit my bike.  And it was nice to see a
spectating Julian Higgs, who was dead chuffed to hear
that I’d actually seen a Velocita on the road earlier in
the week.

Notable absentees: Roy MacDonald
has apparently retired from racing.  Ian
Chattington has acquired Mike Weav-
er’s Mikew 4, but hasn’t assembled the

oily bits yet, so was
racing the old faith-
ful Ross Festina.
Kingsbury pere et
fils: dunno; the Cox
brothers ditto.  Still,
fewer people to beat
me...

On to the first race,
for the faired machinery, plus Messrs Chattington and Richards and the two prone bikes of Matt Norman
and Tim Elsdale.  Oh look, it’s Steve Slade!  And again!  And again!  He lapped me six times in the 1/2
hour plus one lap race, the rotter.  Steve Donaldson picked up his customary second place, but was only
nine seconds ahead of gNick, who, moreover, is threatening to start riding the bike a bit between races.
Could be interesting when we get to the faster circuits...  Paul Davies came home fourth, well clear of
unfaired winner Dave Richards, who shook off Matt Norman’s challenge in the latter stages of the race.
Your Editor had a scrap with Tim Hayes for much of the race; I was a bit quicker on the uphill leg, but Tim
was faster down the other side - I think due to taller gearing, as I was doing 130 rpm in top gear at this
point.  Two or three laps from the end he jumped away when Ian Chattington and Tim Elsdale came past,
which left me with Dennis Adcock to deal with.  Having no mirrors on the bike, I hadn’t had the faintest
idea of where he was until he overtook me, but a kamikaze uphill effort in the last lap got me:
1. back ahead of Dennis
2. a lap up on Paul London

Revenge is sweet, but not fattening, heh-heh-heh!  No mishaps during the race, though on one lap the
wind gave me a bit of a fright in the final corner, but Nigel Leaper managed to crash on his slowing-down
lap, skinning his arm.  Perhaps you should consider some sort of cover for that hole, Nige...

Three views of Nigel Sleigh’s Millennium Bug
Top photo by Nigel Sleigh, other two by The Editor
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On to race two.  Bob Knight set the
early pace in his Speedy, but was
overhauled by Robin Mather, who is
clearly a graduate of the Miles
Kingsbury “Lean Back And Smile Se-
renely” school of HPV racing.  Robin
had master tailgater Derrick Tweddle
glued to his rear wheel in the latter
stages of the race, albeit a lap down.
A certain amount of confusion among
the timers, with gNick insisting that
Bob was still in front, while Nigel
Leaper was convinced that Robin was
in the lead.  Thus Robin and the Twed
didn’t get the bell, but fortunately Der-
rick was on top of the situation and
correctly spotted that the race was
about to end.  Next up was was the
Speedy-mounted Richard Everett,
who, as at Eastway, spent the first half
of the race in company with Marcus
Hunt before cruising away.  Fiona
Grove took the Ladies’ class; Sherri
Donaldson having to stop and remove
the inserts from her shoes in order to
be able to tell where her feet were.  Or
something.  Honourable mention to
Bob Johnson, who maintained a re-
spectable average speed in spite of
having to take a wider line than most
people to avoid overhanging trees J
“I want gears”, he said.

New race (top) and race machines from Dave Richards

Above: Lightweight semi-transparent Morse’s Law
Correction... Wooden Fish On Wheels

Right: Brian Hampton’s electrically assisted AS-327
Photos: Nigel Sleigh
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Race 1
Position Number Name Vehicle Class Laps Min Sec Km/h MPH

1 28 Steve Slade Wasp F 25 32 17 51.1 31.8
2 92 Steve Donaldson Wasp F 23 33 02 46.0 28.6
3 44 gNick Green Wooden Fish On Wheels F 23 33 11 45.7 28.4
4 123 Paul Davies Faired Bike F 22 32 23 44.8 27.9
5 94 Dave Richards Kestrel U 22 33 20 43.6 27.1
6 74 Matt Norman Prone U 22 33 28 43.4 27.0
7 76 Nigel Leaper Low F 21 33 22 41.5 25.8
8 36 Ian Chattington Ross Festina U 21 33 28 41.4 25.7
9 73 Tim Elsdale Prone U 20 32 35 40.5 25.2
10 31 Ian Willett Ironing Board F 20 33 22 39.6 24.6
11 25 Tim Hayes Ross Low F 19 33 13 37.8 23.5
12 68 Dave Larrington GTO F 19 33 24 37.5 23.3
13 66 Dennis Adcock Pig F 19 33 34 37.4 23.2
14 22 Paul London Foam Falcon F 18 33 30 35.5 22.0
15 5 Phil Wray Kingcycle F 15 34 01 29.1 18.1

Race 2
Position Number Name Vehicle Class Laps Min Sec Km/h MPH

1 12 Robin Mather Comfort & Style U 18 32 10 36.9 23.0
2 2 Bob Knight Windcheetah U/M 18 32 45 36.3 22.5
3 96 Derrick Tweddle Velodynamics U 17 32 16 34.8 21.6
4 32 Richard Everett Windcheetah U/M 17 33 40 33.3 20.7
5 54 Marcus Hunt Windcheetah U/M 16 32 17 32.7 20.3
6 87 Dave Redknap Quadras U 16 34 06 31.0 19.2
7 43 David Hembrow Flevo Oke-Ja U 15 32 27 30.5 19.0
8 9 Ralph Williams Pashley PDQ U 15 34 28 28.7 17.9
9 34 Fiona Grove Velodynamics U/L 14 32 28 28.5 17.7
10 45 Tom Cohen Road Bike (UCI) U 14 32 30 28.4 17.7
11 13 Brian Dalton Trice U/M 14 33 46 27.4 17.0
12 24 Sherri Donaldson Kestrel U/L 14 33 50 27.3 17.0
13 17 Bob Johnson Hi Bike U 14 33 59 27.2 16.9
14 90 Kevin Doran White Knight U/A 13 32 25 26.5 16.4
15 10 Lorna Wray Moulton APB U/L 13 34 59 24.5 15.2
16 65 Matt Loader Trice U/M 12 32 52 24.1 15.0
17 121 Nigel Sleigh Millennium Bug F 9 32 22 18.4 11.4

Lunchtime.  Escape to the pub.  Return for the non-points event, run the other way round the track.  I
borrowed gNick’s Speedy for this, recently converted to 406/559 wheels, but retired after two laps when
the machine’s lack of length proved too painful for me legses.  I think the final order was Paul Davies -
gNick Green - Steve Slade.  Nice enough day.  Nice enough circuit.  Nice to race on a Saturday.  Can we
go there again next year, Dennis?
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Overall Position Points
Position Number Name Vehicle Class F U L A M F U L A M

1 28 Steve Slade Wasp F 1 20
2 92 Steve Donaldson Wasp F 2 15
3 44 gNick Green Wooden Fish On Wheels F 3 12
4 123 Paul Davies Faired Bike F 4 10
5 94 Dave Richards Kestrel U 1 20
6 74 Matt Norman Prone U 2 15
7 76 Nigel Leaper Low F 5 8
8 36 Ian Chattington Ross Festina U 3 12
9 73 Tim Elsdale Prone U 4 10
10 31 Ian Willett Ironing Board F 6 6
11 25 Tim Hayes Ross Low F 7 4
12 68 Dave Larrington GTO F 8 3
13 66 Dennis Adcock Pig F 9 2
14 12 Robin Mather Comfort & Style U 5 8
15 2 Bob Knight Windcheetah U/M 6 1 6 20
16 22 Paul London Foam Falcon F 10 1
17 96 Derrick Tweddle Velodynamics U 7 4
18 32 Richard Everett Windcheetah U/M 8 2 3 15
19 54 Marcus Hunt Windcheetah U/M 9 3 2 12
20 87 Dave Redknap Quadras U 10 1
21 43 David Hembrow Flevo Oke-Ja U 11
22 5 Phil Wray Kingcycle F 11
23 9 Ralph Williams Pashley PDQ U 12
24 34 Fiona Grove Velodynamics U/L 13 1 20
25 45 Tom Cohen Road Bike (UCI) U 14
26 13 Brian Dalton Trice U/M 15 4 10
27 24 Sherri Donaldson Kestrel U/L 16 2 15
28 17 Bob Johnson Hi Bike U 17
29 90 Kevin Doran White Knight U/A 18 1 20
30 10 Lorna Wray Moulton APB U/L 19 3 12
31 65 Matt Loader Trice U/M 20 5 8
32 121 Nigel Sleigh Millennium Bug F 12

Darley Moor – June 12 th 1999

Horrid weather on the way up to Derbyshire, but by the time we reached the track, just south of Ashbourne,
things had cleared up a bit.  Less new stuff today – a couple of bikes from Dave Bridges (one with a Paul
Davies nose fairing), Tim Costen’s Challenge Hurricane, and Ian Chattington’s Busy Bee (the old Mikew
4 rebuilt) – being the only ones I can recall.  Due to a mixture of incompetence and writing this shortly
after the event, I don’t have any pictures either.  Sorry.  Neil and Jill Jones made the trip down from
Merseyside, the former on his prosaically-named Low Black Bike and the latter on the MWB Polecat.
Lorna Wray returned, this time on a Brompton, as they couldn’t fit the Moulton and Phil’s Kingcycle in the
car, while defending Ladies’ Champion Susan Laughton made her first appearance of the year with the
familiar Tchaikovski.  Notable absentees include Tim Hayes (doing an End-to-End), Paul London (doing
an End-to-End of Wales) and Dave Richards (don’t know).

Being quite a long track, rotten Mr. Green and/or Mrs. Donaldson decreed that 45 minutes plus a lap
should be the order of the day, and so it was that the “faired + prone” race went first, numbers bolstered
by Neil to allow him to look after Jones Junior while Jill was racing and vice-versa.  Flag drops and we all
hot-foot towards the first set of esses, except Ian Chattington, who mislays the Bee’s chain somewhere.
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The circuit is roughly triangular, with an interesting corner at one end of the base, quite a tight hairpin at
the apex and a fast bend at the third vertex, with three sets of S-bends thrown in for good measure,
though at our speeds, these are near enough straight lines.  Surface ranges from perfect to “bang-crash-
ouch-where’s-me-earplugs?”.  Anyway, Steve Slade does the usual, pursued by Steve Donaldson.  gNick
holds third for much of the race, but towards the end Paul Davies goes by and the Comp. Sec. has nowt
left with which to stage a counter-attack.  Convincing unfaired winner, and fifth overall, is Matt Norman on
one of the Prones, separated from team boss Tim Elsdale by Nigel Leaper.  Ian C, having got underway
again, should have been next, but a combination of an extremely cramped cockpit and some sort of
mechanical malfunction saw him pull out of the race.  So sixth is filled by Swine Sleigh, who elected to
race the Plastic Maggot rather than the Leaper Notso, and who pulled out a substantial lead over Yours
Truly in the opening lap, such that even when he ran off the track at one point I couldn’t quite get to grips
with him.  I lapped Dennis, though, so not all bad news.  Phil Wray and Neil Jones brought up the tail of
the field.

For the second race, those in the know tipped Tim Costen for the win, and as the machines came into
view at the end of the first 2.35 km lap, it was Tim and the Windcheetah-mounted Bob Knight in the lead
– Bob being the only Multitrack contender here today.  Sadly his chance of taking over the lead of the
championship from Richard Everett came to naught on the second lap, when the Loctite on the central
joint of his kit-built Speedy came unstuck, leaving the cranks, seat and rear wheel canted over at some
twenty degrees to starboard.  This should have left Tim in an unassailable lead, but Derrick Tweddle was
stealthily approaching from the rear, and on the final lap managed to sprint clear to take the win.  Behind
Tim in third place was Dave Bridges on the “New Bodge” (which looks anything but, Dave!), comfortably
ahead of Dave Redknap.  In the Ladies’ class, Sherri led for the first half of the race, but was overhauled
by the consistent Susan, who ran out a clear winner and fifth overall.  Kevin Doran came in sixth, at an
excellent average speed of 19.5 mph, which must bode well for his record attempt in Manchester next
weekend.  Sherri finally finished seventh, while the miniature paceline of Aarn Tate and Fiona Grove, who
had been together for the whole race, was spoilt in the last lap when Aarn pulled away to take eighth
place, with Fiona ninth and the two remaining ladies, Jill Jones and Lorna Wray filling the last two spots.
That’s if we don’t include Nigel Sleigh, who gave the Millennium Bug another outing, only to be plagued
by horseflies coming in through the vents and having a good meal of Fresh Scouser.

On a circuit that length, we could easily have run everyone together, but this would have made the
scoring a lot more of a headache.  Afterwards various people were heard floating various ideas to im-
prove matters, and Tim Elsdale has promised to Investigate Further the possible options.  Anyway, it then
started to rain, and most people went home, though gNick and Paul D staged their own impromptu fun
race until practically everyone else had left…

Race 1
Position Number Name Vehicle Class Laps Min Sec Km/h MPH

1 28 Steve Slade Wasp F 17 49 57 48.0 29.8
2 92 Steve Donaldson Wasp F 17 51 16 46.8 29.1
3 123 Paul Davies Faired Bike F 17 51 32 46.5 28.9
4 44 gNick Green Wooden Fish On Wheels F 16 48 37 46.4 28.8
5 74 Matt Norman Prone U 17 52 52 45.3 28.2
6 76 Nigel Leaper Low F 15 48 43 43.4 27.0
7 73 Tim Elsdale Prone U 15 51 59 40.7 25.3
8 121 Nigel Sleigh Plastic Maggot F 14 52 15 37.8 23.5
9 68 Dave Larrington GTO F 14 53 11 37.1 23.1
10 66 Dennis Adcock Pig F 13 54 21 33.7 21.0
11 41 Neil Jones Low Black Bike U 11 47 12 32.9 20.4
12 5 Phil Wray Kingcycle F 11 52 25 29.6 18.4
13 36f Ian Chattington Busy Bee F DNF
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Race 2
Position Number Name Vehicle Class Laps Min Sec Km/h MPH

1 96 Derrick Tweddle Velodynamics U 13 51 07 35.9 22.3
2 55 Tim Costen Hurricane U 13 51 10 35.8 22.3
3 89 Dave Bridges New Bodge F 13 53 18 34.4 21.4
4 87 Dave Redknap Quadras U 13 54 55 33.4 20.7
5 83 Susan Laughton Tchaikovski U/L 12 52 42 32.1 20.0
6 90 Kevin Doran White Knight U/A 12 54 00 31.3 19.5
7 24 Sherri Donaldson Kestrel U/L 12 54 06 31.3 19.4
8 39 Aarn Tate Aarn U 12 55 06 30.7 19.1
9 34 Fiona Grove Velodynamics U/L 12 55 21 30.6 19.0
10 43b Jill Jones Polecat U/L 11 55 17 28.1 17.4
11 10 Lorna Wray Brompton U/L 8 51 47 21.8 13.5
12 2 Bob Knight Windcheetah U/M DNF

Overall Position Points
Position Number Name Vehicle Class F U L A M F U L A M

1 28 Steve Slade Wasp F 1 20
2 92 Steve Donaldson Wasp F 2 15
3 123 Paul Davies Faired Bike F 3 12
4 44 gNick Green Wooden Fish On Wheels F 4 10
5 74 Matt Norman Prone U 1 20
6 76 Nigel Leaper Low F 5 8
7 73 Tim Elsdale Prone U 2 15
8 121 Nigel Sleigh Plastic Maggot F 6 6
9 68 Dave Larrington GTO F 7 4
10 96 Derrick Tweddle Velodynamics U 3 12
11 55 Tim Costen Hurricane U 4 10
12 89 Dave Bridges New Bodge F 8 3
13 66 Dennis Adcock Pig F 9 2
14 87 Dave Redknap Quadras U 5 8
15 41 Neil Jones Low Black Bike U 6 6
16 83 Susan Laughton Tchaikovski U/L 7 1 4 20
17 90 Kevin Doran White Knight U/A 8 1 3 20
18 24 Sherri Donaldson Kestrel U/L 9 2 2 15
19 39 Aarn Tate Aarn U 10 1
21 5 Phil Wray Kingcycle F 10
21 34 Fiona Grove Velodynamics U/L 11 3 1 12
22 43b Jill Jones Polecat U/L 12 4 10
23 10 Lorna Wray Brompton U/L 13 5 8

DNF 36f Ian Chattington Busy Bee F
DNF 2 Bob Knight Windcheetah U/M
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1 90 Kevin Doran White Knight 20 20 20 60 0 60
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1 28 Steve Slade Wasp 20 20 20 60 0 60
2 92 Steve Donaldson Wasp 15 15 15 45 0 45

3 44 gNick Green
Morse's Law

Wooden Fish On Wheels
12 12 10 34 0 34

4 76 Nigel Leaper Low 10 8 8 26 0 26
5 123 Paul Davies Faired Bike 0 10 12 22 0 22
6 31 Ian Willett Ironing Board 8 6 0 14 0 14

7 121 Nigel Sleigh
Plastic Maggot
Millennium Bug

4 0 6 10 0 10

7 25 Tim Hayes Ross Low 6 4 0 10 0 10
9 68 Dave Larrington GTO 0 3 4 7 0 7

10 66 Dennis Adcock Pig 2 2 2 6 0 6
11 0 Chris Cox Windcheetah 3 0 0 3 0 3
11 89 Dave Bridges New Bodge 0 0 3 3 0 3
13 22 Paul London Foam Falcon 1 1 0 2 0 2
14 5 Phil Wray Kingcycle 0 0 1 1 0 1
15 60 Brian Hampton AS-327 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 36f Ian Chattington Busy Bee 0 0 0 0 0 0
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1 24 Sherri Donaldson Kestrel 20 15 15 50 0 50
2 34 Fiona Grove Velodynamics 15 20 12 47 0 47
3 83 Susan Laughton Tchaikovski 0 0 20 20 0 20

4 10 Lorna Wray
Moulton APB

Brompton
0 10 8 18 0 18

5 43b Jill Jones Polecat 0 0 10 10 0 10

Multi-Track
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1 32 Richard Everett Windcheetah 20 15 0 35 0 35
2 54 Marcus Hunt Windcheetah 15 12 0 27 0 27
3 13 Brian Dalton Trice 12 10 0 22 0 22
4 2 Bob Knight Windcheetah 0 20 0 20 0 20
5 65 Matt Loader Trice 0 8 0 8 0 8
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Oxfordshire Tour – June 26 th/27th 1999

Just back from the touring weekend in the environs of north Oxfordshire.  I think I can safely say that a
good time was had by all – and the “all” encompassed a pretty good number, I can tell you.  Who?  Well,
apart from the quartet of Organisators (of whom only Derrick Tweddle and Fiona Grove were able to ride,
for one reason or another), there was your Editor and his good lady wife, Paul London, Anna & Kevin
Jenkins, Martin & Liz LeVoi, Phil & Lorna Wray, Tom Culver, Dennis Adcock, Steve Slade and Steve
Slade’s #1 son (was it Stu?).  Plus a wide variety of machinery, ranging from the usual flock of Kingcycles
to the LeVoi’s custom-specced ATP Double Vision recumbent tandem.  The Saturday had wonderful
weather (though the fairer of complexion might not agree), while Sunday was a little on the damp side,
though still enjoyable.  Good food, good beer, good company, peace, quiet and scenery – what more
could one ask?!?  Vast gratitude is hereby expressed to Derrick & Anne Tweddle, Geoff Bird and Fiona
Grove for organising the whole shebang.

P.S. Geoff, I owe you a few cans of Bass J

Unfaired
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1 74 Matt Norman Prone 15 15 20 50 0 50
2 73 Tim Elsdale Prone 12 10 15 37 0 37
3 36 Ian Chattington Ross Festina 20 12 0 32 0 32
4 94 Dave Richards Kestrel 0 20 0 20 0 20
5 96 Derrick Tweddle Velodynamics 1 4 12 17 0 17
6 40 Iain James Project X 10 0 0 10 0 10
6 55 Tim Costen Hurricane 0 0 10 10 0 10
8 87 Dave Redknap Quadras 0 1 8 9 0 9
9 7 Roan Allen Humming Bird 8 0 0 8 0 8
9 12 Robin Mather Comfort & Style 0 8 0 8 0 8

11 2 Bob Knight Windcheetah 0 6 0 6 0 6
11 41 Neil Jones Low Black Bike 0 0 6 6 0 6
11 14 Pete Cox Lune Low Tide 6 0 0 6 0 6
11 32 Richard Everett Windcheetah 3 3 0 6 0 6
15 108 John Lafford Arrow 99 4 0 0 4 0 4
15 54 Marcus Hunt Windcheetah 2 2 0 4 0 4
15 83 Susan Laughton Tchaikovski 0 0 4 4 0 4
18 90 Kevin Doran White Knight 0 0 3 3 0 3
19 24 Sherri Donaldson Kestrel 0 0 2 2 0 2
20 39 Aarn Tate Aarn 0 0 1 1 0 1
21 17 Bob Johnson Hi Bike 0 0 0 0 0 0
21 13 Brian Dalton Trice 0 0 0 0 0 0
21 43 David Hembrow Flevo Oke-Ja 0 0 0 0 0 0
21 34 Fiona Grove Velodynamics 0 0 0 0 0 0
21 43b Jill Jones Polecat 0 0 0 0 0 0

21 10 Lorna Wray
Moulton APB

Brompton
0 0 0 0 0 0

21 65 Matt Loader Trice 0 0 0 0 0 0
21 9 Ralph Williams Pashley PDQ 0 0 0 0 0 0
21 52 Robin Hayes Mean'n'Green 0 0 0 0 0 0
21 45 Tom Cohen Road Bike (UCI) 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Late Breaking News!!!

First a Letter…
__________________________________________________________________________

Cool Breeze (UK) Ltd., 194 Upper Street, Islington, London N1 1RQ

Dear Dave,

Whilst I enjoy our race meetings very much, I think they would benefit considerably if:
1. People knew their results immediately
2. Everyone could race together (at least on the longer courses)
3. The fun race could be reconstructed into a timed event of some sort, say, based on a handicap

derived from the first race.  This would give it more purpose & anyone could “win the day”.  [Agreed!
– Tina]

Membership
In the last newsletter we requested that the subscriptions be paid - well to
date, we have received payment from fewer than 55% of last year’s
members.
At the AGM I reported that the membership was falling badly and that
we had lost around 75 to 80 members last year, this was 20 to 25% of the
membership.  What is wrong?  Please tell us.  We are tending to become
a racing club only due to support being strongest on that side.  Even the
social tour, at which I was present for only one day, was a superb event,
but could have done with at least twice the numbers present.
All members, even if they have not yet paid, will receive this copy of the
Newsletter, so if you do not plan to renew your membership please write
and say why.
I will additionally be sending out a last reminder in 6 weeks, to try and
scrape in the last few, but all of this costs money and time.
Please if you have not paid, PAY UP, if you do not intend to renew your
membership, please tell us why, a short note to me or if your
communication system is up to date, a E-mail to our editor Dave.

Dennis
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For this to happen we need a timing system.  Results would then be calculated immediately by a PC and
printed out by a printer.  The field would not have to split in two to time the other half.  In the case of Darley
Moor this would have meant one race for everyone, a reasonable lunch break & then a second event.
This did not happen as the first two races took a long time (and would have been more fun with more
competitors…), and people left afterwards.

I know the Club has investigated this before and nothing materialised due to the high cost.  The cost is
made up of the “system” (antenna, decoder, software, PC, printer) and the transponders.  Of this a good
proportion of the cost can be the transponders.  I suggest that the Club buys the “system” and some (say
10) transponders.  Individual Club members are encouraged to buy their own – a bulk order through the
Club.  The Club could hire transponders on a race-by-race basis to members who do not wish to buy, say
£5 per day.  This would enable the Club to recoup some of its outlay.  Members who want none of it could
still be timed by stopwatch, providing their numbers are small and their results could be rapidly pro-
cessed.

I have investigated three companies who specialise in timing:

1. H.S. Sports (part of Seco).  Approximate cost: System - £5000, transponders  - £140
2. Champion Chip (timed London Marathon). Approximate cost: System - £12000, transponders - £16
3. ROC (do all Daytona kart tracks). Approximate cost: System - £1600, transponders - £85 (prices

exclude VAT)

The ROC system seems reasonable.  It is made by AB Ltd in the USA and is apparently ultra-reliable.  It
will work off a 12V car battery, with an inverter for the PC & printer.  Note that the PC & printer are not
included in the cost, but their spec. is quite low, a 486 or Pentium, Windows ’95 or ’98 (32 Mb RAM, 2Gb
disk).  I enclose a copy of ROC’s quotation; the cost could be spread over three years.

I think this would represent a sound investment for the Club and would be keen to progress this as soon
as possible.  I hope ROC are going to demonstrate at Hayes on July 4th.

Tim Elsdale
__________________________________________________________________________

The Editor replies:  The Club’s current laptop doesn’t have enough get-up-and-go to run the system at
present (nor do I have a copy of Windoze ’9x on 3.5” disks), but could likely be upgraded or replaced by
a better second-hand machine.  If I read the manufacturer’s spiel correctly, the transponders are 40x40x20
mm.  They don’t say how close to the ground the transponders need to be, or whether they’d work from
inside a fairing though, but hopefully we can find out at Hayes.  Personally, I think this is an extremely
good idea, especially when it comes to the BHPC’s next turn to host the European Championships in
2002.  Uncle Dennis?  Uncle Dennis?!?
 __________________________________________________________________________

Now the News…

Gunnar Fehlau...

... has got a real job!  He’s to be the Person Responsible for corporate communications for Riese &
Müller, manufacturers of the Birdy and other fine machines.

Kevin Doran...

...has, at the Manchester velodrome on Saturday June 19th, set the following world records under IHPVA
rules (subject to ratification), on the part-faired Protobikes Mk III two wheeler:
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Suppliers & W ants

Advertising rates for the body of this magazine: Full page £30.00
Half page £15.00

Approximately 350 copies of each issue are printed.  Entries in the “Suppliers and Wants” section are
free, and should be sort of honest at least.  We’ll gladly do you as shiny an advert as we can, bearing in
mind the string-and-knicker-elastic production techniques of this publication;  please take out an advert
at the above rates and send the money to Dennis Adcock.  If your address, phone number, prices or
products change, please tell me...

John Lafford, Arrow Bicycle Company, ‘Leonidas’, Manor Lane, Baydon, Marlborough,
Wilts, SN8 2JD

Phone/Fax : 01672 540384
e-mail: jalafford@aol.com

Custom CAD design and manufacture of all types of bicycles and tricycles, including recumbents, time
trial, fast tourer, and power assisted vehicles.  Cromoly tubing in round, aero and oval sections.  Net -type
seat fabric to suit tubular seat frames.  Narrow bottom bracket assemblies.  Composite wheels in 650c
and 20” sizes, with narrow hubs.  Tyre rolling resistance testing.  Aerodynamic drag testing.

Bicycling Books, 309 / 311 Horn Lane, London W3 0BU
Phone: 0181 993 3484

“Possibly the greatest stock of bicycling books in the entire world” – Grandpa Kingsbury

4 km: 07:32.967 (31.790 km/h, 19.758 mph, previous 4 km time: 08:05.841
10 km: 18:22.802 (32.644 km/h, 20.288 mph, previous 10 km time: 20:10.152
57:09.849: Kevin exceeded his previous Hour record
59:22.145: Kevin exceeded Derk Thys’ unofficial Hour record (32.8 km)
1 Hour: 33.10561 km!

The attempt started at 4:17 pm.  Kevin slipped at the 1st bend; no assistance was given and he lost
approximately 15 seconds in self-recovery; he did not accept an offered restart.

Congratulations to Kevin, bike designer/builder Jonathan Woolrich and coach Andrea Ingram.  A shame
we couldn’t be there...

Dave Larrington…

… has discovered evidence of the existence of stouter ISO 540 tyres than those customarily found
keeping the tail end of Kingcycles off the deck.  Primo are alleged to make wheelchair tyres in a variety of
tread patterns and tyre sections, including the “Sport” with a “herringbone” tread pattern, while Nokian’s
web site maintains that they make their LX in a 32-540 size.  Has anyone seen anything along these lines
– preferably capable of taking high pressures and without too aggressive a tread?  Has anyone GOT
one??  Does anyone know where I might get one (or more) this side of the Atlantic???  Now that I have
a large lump of fibreglass to support, I feel the need for something a little more substantial than a 25-
540…
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BikeFix, 48 Lambs Conduit Street, London WC1N 3LJ
Phone: 0171 405 4639

Fax: 0171 242 6931
e-mail: info@bikefix.co.uk

WWW: http://www.bikefix.co.uk/bikefix.html

Recumbent-friendly shop in central London.  HP Velotechnik Street Machine & Wavey, BikeE, Pashley
PDQ, Flevo Oke-Ja, Trice, Leitra, Anthrotech, plus folders / transportables from Brompton, Birdy, Bernds,
Animal & Moulton APB.  Alesa rims in 406, 507, 559 and 622 sizes; Continental, Primo and Vredestein
tyres in 305, 406, 451 and all the big sizes.  Recumbent luggage, fairings and everything else you can fit
on a recumbent. Test rides and social weekends. Get on the mailing list...

Comfort Cycles, Yate, Gloucestershire
Phone: 01454 620377

Recumbents from Rans, Challenge and M5 (Blue Glide & Citymate).  Recumbent-specific luggage from
Allfa and M5.

Dave Holladay, <Custom=Folder>, PO Box 15174, Glasgow, G4 9LW
Phone / Fax: 0141 332 4733

Primo 37-349 tyres: £14.95
(+ £1.50 p&p)
Dave can now also supply Primo 37-451 tyres and is investigating the sourcing of other items including
IBC hydraulic brakes, small size Salmon mudguards, suspension forks etc.

Paul Davies, 2 Fowlswick Cottages, Allington, Chippenham, Wilts, SN14 6LU (2 miles
from Castle Combe)

Phone: 01249 782554

Composite products for HPV’s:
Trike full shell.  ‘96 model in 5 separate mouldings to fit trike 60 cm track, 100 cm wheelbase.  Bike nose
fairing.  Bike rear fairing / boot.  Seat.  Mudguards for 20”, 700c and mountain bike size wheels.  Helmet
shell. NACA style ducts, etc. etc.

Patrick Shaw, Future Cycles, Friends Yard, London Road, Forest Row, East Sussex,
RH18 5EE

Phone: 01342 822847
Fax: 01342 826726

e-mail: bikes@futurecycles.prestel.uk
WWW: http://www.there.is/futurecycles

Trice from: £1650
Flevo Oke-Ja: £450
Windcheetah: £2795
Vision VR40 long and short wheelbase.  SWB from: £995
     Front suspension add: £175
     Rear suspension add: £245
Pashley PDQ from: £850
Spirit LWB.  Frame by Chas. Roberts!  From: £1700
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Speed Ross: £875
Fateba Long Bike – Swiss LWB.  Available with S&S couplings
Other Vision models, including tandems, available to order.  Plus used machines – please get in touch for
details.

We also handle European subscriptions for “Recumbent Cyclist News” (RCN).  RCN is 100% dedicated
to promoting recumbent bicycles and providing and encouraging communications between HPV enthusi-
asts, home-builders, dealers and commercial recumbent manufacturers.  Annual subscription £25.95
(six issues).  “RCN – not so much a magazine, more a complete three-course meal” (can I have a free
subscription now, Patrick?) – Ed.

Greenspeed, 69 Mountain Gate Drive, Ferntree Gully, VIC 3156, Australia.
Phone: +61 3 9758 5541

Fax: +61 3 9752 4115
e-mail: greenshp@ozemail.com.au

WWW: http://www.greenspeed.com.au

Greenspeed trikes are designed for touring, commuting, racing, or just having fun.  They have been well
tested on Outback Australia Tours, are world renowned for their handling qualities, and have been suc-
cessful in HPV racing.

GB 16/20 Commuter Bike SWB, 7-speed A$2,100
GBR 20/26 Touring Bike SWB, 21-speed, Cro Mo 4130 tubing A$3,700
GT 16/20 Child’s Trike 7-speed, 10 years - 5' (152 cm) A$2,200
GT 20/20 Adult Commuter Trike 21-speed A$3,400
GTR 20/20 Touring Trike 63-speed, Cro Mo 4130 frame tubing A$4,400
GTS 20/20 Sports Tourer 42-speed , Cro-Mo 4130 frame tubing A$5,200
GTT 20/20 Tandem Trike 63-speed, Cro Mo 4130 frame tubing A$7,400
GTH 20/20 Hand Trike 42-speed, Reynolds 531 frame tubing A$4,400

Frame kits, plans and parts (e.g. kingpins) available.  Write, fax, e-mail, phone or visit for free information
package.

Highpath Engineering - Chris Bell / Dave Wrath-Sharman
Phone: 01570 470035

e-mail: chrisbell@argonet.co.uk

Custom milled chainrings - Any size, any shape.  Custom freewheels - 5 speed, 6 speed, 6 compact, 7
speed, 8 speed, 8 compact.  Freehub sprockets - Any size, alloy or steel.  Also CNC machining, frame
building and the undertaking of design work.

Hockerton Housing Project Trading Ltd., The Watershed, Gables Drive, Hockerton, Nr.
Southwell, Nottinghamshire, NG25 OQU

Phone: 01636 816902
Fax: 01636 816902

e-mail: hhp@hockerton.demon.co.uk

Hire/Demos/Sales of Flevo Bike, Ross, Anthrotech, Brox plus any others we obtain in the meantime!
Also, Site Tours (on foot) of the infamous Hockerton Housing Project- earth sheltered, zero heating, zero
CO

2
 autonomous housing (as seen on or in every conceivable form of news media in the known Uni-

verse!).  Full details from Nick Martin at the above address.
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Inspired Cycle Engineering Ltd, Unit 9B Spencer Carter Works, Tregoniggie Industrial
Estate, Bickland Water Road, Falmouth, Cornwall, TR11 4SN

Phone / Fax: 01326 378848
e-mail: tricehpv@globalnet.co.uk

We supply the Trice recumbent tricycle, Speed Ross recumbent bicycle and Festina XLR Low Racer,
with the GEM Sociable recumbent tricycle and Compact Tandem to follow.  All machines are available as
framesets, and a wide range of accessories is also available:

Trice: Now with 20x1.75 HP front / 26x1.95 rear tyres (20x1-3/8 / 700c optional),
Shimano Deore LX components. £1599
Frameset: £1299
Sachs Trice: Trice fitted with 30cc Sachs motor for powered assistance.
Maximum speed with power assist 15mph, adds about 10kg. £2100
Electric Trice: Fitted with TGA electric motor.  Can be ridden without helmet,
driving licence, tax or insurance by anyone over 13. £TBA
Speed Ross: Choice of above-seat or under-seat steering, choice of
Shimano Deore LX or Shimano STX components.
LX: £875
STX: £825
Frameset: £675
Festina XLR: Possibly the fastest unfaired recumbent in the UK. Tail fairing available. £1100
Unpainted Frameset with front & rear wheels: £800
HPV’s for the disabled available to special order - please call for details.
Build your own - plans for all models available: £65
Rear fairing / luggage box, 120 litre capacity: £295
Full fairing (GRP nose & nylon body): £400
Many other accessories (too numerous to list here – Ed.) available.  Orders accepted with £200 deposit
(£150 for Speed Ross), delivery £25.  All prices include VAT.

Kinetics, 15 Rannoch Drive, Bearsden, Glasgow, G61 2JS
Phone / Fax: 0141 942 2552

e-mail: UKKinetics@aol.com
WWW: http://users.aol.com/UKKinetics/

We’re importing the following machines from Germany:

Wavey: nippy SWB, 20" wheels, ASS £600
Suspension Wavey: as above with Ballistic suspension forks £650
StreetMachine: excellent full-suspension SWB, USS fast tourer £1300
Culty: front-drive, rear-steer leaning suspended trike £1500
Plus:
TrailerBent: mounts behind almost any bike.  Sachs Super 7 version £400

We also import the S&S Torque Couplings which braze into any steel frame to split it in half - now
available for 50mm tubing - £200.  We’re also specialising in custom framebuilding, especially the unu-
sual, and have stocks of seamless 50mm cromoly for recumbents, etc.  As well as this, we’re also agents
for ICE Ltd - making the Trice, Ross, Festina, etc., and for Brompton.
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Kingcycle, Miles Kingsbury
Phone: 01494 524004

Although the Kingcycle SWB recumbent bicycle is no longer in production, we will continue to supply
spares while stocks last.  N.B. We no longer have any 450A (18”) front tyres available.

MICWIC Ltd, 12 Oaklands Industrial Estate, Braydon, Swindon, Wilts, SN5 0AN
Phone/Fax: 01793 852484

e-mail: micwic@btinternet.com

Designers and Manufacturers of Recumbent Cycles

Middleburn Cycle Technology
Phone: 01420 22995

In addition to their range of cranks and hubs, there are also chainrings, what is highly recommended by
me, what is the Editor.  The largest for each type are:
Compact drive (94mm PCD) 48T
Standard MTB (110mm PCD) 52T
Road (130mm PCD) 62T
Larger chainrings can be manufactured in small batches.

Norfolk Recumbents, Sunville, The Street, Hindolveston, Norfolk, HR20 5DA
Phone: 01263 861720

Fax: 01263 861162

Kingcycle, Pashley, Radius & Sinner recumbents. Recumbent hire from £25, refundable on purchase.
Sale of spares, 24 hour cycle recovery, B&B + evening meal available.

Simon Gershon, Orbit Cycles, Unit 18, City Road Trading Estate, 295 City Road, Shef-
field, S2 5HH

Phone: 0114 275 6567
Fax: 0114 270 1016

e-mail: orbit@legend.co.uk
WWW: http://www.orbit-cycles.co.uk

Orbit Crystal recumbent bicycle, Shimano Deore LX components, choice of USS or ASS: £795
Frameset: £575
Rear rack add: £20
Rear mudguard add: £8

Orbit cycles are available from many dealers nationwide.  In addition, you may visit our Sheffield factory
on alternate Saturdays between the start of May and the end of August - please call a few days in
advance to confirm that we are open!  We also offer a cycle hire scheme, for approximately £40-50 per
week - again, please call for details.  All prices include VAT.
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The Seat of the Pants Company Ltd, L&M Business Park, Norman Road, Altrincham,
Cheshire, WA14 4ES

Phone: +44 (0)161 928 5575
Fax: +44 (0)161 928 5585

e-mail: sales@windcheetah.co.uk
WWW: http://www.windcheetah.co.uk/seatofthepants/index.htm

Offers the following models (prices exclude VAT):
The Burrows Windcheetah: £2,400
The Pickup: £1,400

St John Street Cycles, 91-93 St John Street, Bridgwater, Somerset, TA6 5HX
Phone: 01278 441500

Fax: 01278 431107
e-mail: sjscycles@dial.pipex.com
WWW: http://www.sjscycles.com

All manner of bits, including hard-to-find tyres.  Full mail-order service, on-line ordering now available
from web site.

Tiptree Designs (incorporating Els Tees), Ian Hague, 24 Cedar Avenue, Tiptree, Col-
chester, Essex, CO5 0NR

Phone: 01621 0815476

“Hand Painted T-shirts to the Nobility and Richard in Blackpool”

Robert Turner, 2/32 Pentland Drive, Edinburgh, EH10 6PX
Phone: 0131 445 7497

e-mail: BicycleBob@compuserve.com

Variety of parts available while stocks last.  Frame building components & accessories; tubing & rod;
wheels, tyres & accessories; nuts and bolts; bearings & pulleys; etc. etc.  Send A5 SAE for current list.

Valley Cycles, Unit 2, Nene Court, The Embankment, Wellingborough, Northants, NN8
1LD

Phone: 01933 271030
e-mail: valley@primex.co.uk

Now importing the BikeE medium wheelbase recumbent bicycle from the USA.  From: £650

Rob Hague, Westcountry Recumbents, 23 Hamber Lea, Bishops Lydeard,  Taunton,
Somerset, TA4 3NJ

Phone: 0870 7401227 (national rate)
Fax available by appointment

e-mail: RobHague@FeetFirst.connectfree.co.uk
WWW: http://OurWorld.compuserve.com/homepages/RobHague

Flevobike, Anthrotech, Trice (soon) and Greenspeed machines in Somerset, England.
Tioga Comp Pool tyres available: £13 + p&p
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Small Adz...

Tony Dixon, 22 Clappers Meadow, Alfold, Surrey, GU6 8HH
Phone: 01403 852255

WANTED - Ross recumbent bike

The independent recumbent magazine for commuters, tourists, randonneurs and anyone else who
owns or covets a recumbent. Each issue includes news, technical columns, product tests, completely

unreasonable opinions, a 3 month guide to events, a UK source guide, sales & wants, a dealer guide
and much much more.

Trial issue : £2.50

1 Year Subscription (4 issues) : £10.00

Recumbent UK

The Laurels
Church Hill

Olveston BS12 3BZ
+44 (0) 01454 613497

www.btinternet.com/~laidback/recumbentuk
RecumbentUK@btinternet.com

Sales & Wants/Events listings are freeeeee����.��

send in your name, telephone number, area/country and the details.
Next Issue: Should be Issue 6.  Should be out in the summer.  Honestly, they�re worse than we are � Ed�

Recumbent UK

Daniel Vinson, 11 Lammas Court, Moor Lane, Staines, Middx, TW19 6EA
Phone: 01784 466311
Mobile: 07887 671287

e-mail: en7dpav@bath.ac.uk
For sale: Kingcycle recumbent bicycle, large frame. Approx. 2 years old, hardly used, superb condition.
Shimano groupset (105SC triple chainset 52/42/30, 11-28 cassette), Sachs chain.  Conti GP tyres (406/
559), Shimano LX hubs, derailleurs.  Shimano 105 dual-pivot brakes, teflon-lined cables, Look pedals.

John Holmes, 34 Ladysmith Road, Eltham, London SE9 5BN
Phone: 0181 850 4644 (eves only)

For sale: Gitane upright touring tandem - frame size 24” front / approx 20” rear (wife is 5’4”).  Fully
equipped, including front and rear carriers.  10 years old but hardly used.  £550

Andrew ( the Enigmatic one - Ed )
Phone: 0181 678 6909

For sale: Rans Tailwind recumbent bicycle.  20” front, 26” rear wheels, both with Sachs drum brakes.
Sachs Super 7 hub gear.  Seat and telescopic handlebars adjustable for perfect ergonomics.  20” rear
wheel can be fitted for lower riding position.  Schlumpf Mountain Drive (bottom bracket gear for double
gear ranges).  Cost £1800 to build; asking price £1100 with Mountain Drive or £900 without.  Any offers?

Michael Allen, 80 Collyer Avenue, Bognor Regis, W. Sussex
Phone: 01243 841177

For sale: ATP Vision SWB recumbent bicycle, under-seat steering.  2 years old, immaculate condition.
Offers around £500.
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